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Providing Leadership
and Counsel

There have been difficult times at the University of
Missouri before, most prominently when Academic Hall
burned to the ground in 1892. The campus endured
and rebuilt. The columns that were left standing have
come to serve as a symbol for this great university. At
the Law School today, students are still learning critical
thinking just as they did in the days of Tate Hall. Faculty
are teaching, speaking and writing about their areas of
expertise, just as Ed Hunvald and Elwood Thomas did
in the past. Unlike the days at Tate Hall, we now have
clinics that offer real-world experience and public service
to the community, from our long-standing Criminal
Prosecution and Family Violence Clinics to our relatively
new Veterans and Entrepreneurship Legal Clinics.
Change is not easy. Over the last several months, the
university has undergone some significant change, but
the story of what has transpired has been funneled and
channeled through numerous media outlets, often with
coverage that has been inaccurate. The University of
Missouri as whole has been in the spotlight, and we have
all been forced to take a critical and reflective examination
of ourselves. Amidst the uncertainty and the change in
leadership on the Columbia campus and throughout the
system, I am proud to bring attention to the role that many
of our distinguished alumni, students and faculty have
played in providing the institution with needed stability,
critical thinking and leadership during these times.
Throughout history, society has relied on lawyers
to provide leadership and counsel through difficult and
harrowing times. Today is no different, and the Law School
has answered that important call. As a professional school,
we have a responsibility to offer advice and counsel. The
Law School has and will continue to play a role in helping
the campus and system address the many issues that we face.
Inside the law school, we are planning a major
symposium with the help of our renowned Missouri
School of Journalism – the program will focus on
issues of free speech and free press on campus, as well
as media best practices. We added a First Amendment
course to our spring course offerings. We have had a
variety of other programming related to the issues of
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the day, including a presentation by Bryan Stevenson,
author of Just Mercy, on March 20. Open discussion
and reasoned dialogue are critical, and the Law School
will not shrink from addressing these issues.
Outside of the Law School, we contribute directly
to the leadership of this institution as we move forward.
Long-time law professor Michael A. Middleton, ’71,
is interim system president. The Law School is wellrepresented on the UM System Board of Curators, with
chair Pamela Quigg Henrickson, ’83; and members
Donald L. Cupps, ’81; Maurice B. Graham, ’62;
John R. Phillips, ’71; Phillip H. Snowden, ’64; and
David L. Steelman, ’78, serving in this important role.
Professor Chuck Henson serves as interim vice
chancellor for inclusion, diversity and equity at MU.
Professor Bob Jerry is chair of the Ad Hoc Joint Committee
on Protests, Public Spaces, Free Speech, and the Press.
Professor Chris Wells serves as the new Faculty Athletics
Representative, an important role related to oversight
of our sports programs. Professor Ben Trachtenberg is
chair of the MU Faculty Council, the elected voice of
the faculty on campus. Associate Dean David Mitchell
serves as the chair of the UM System Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Task Force, one of the eight initiatives
that the UM System Board of Curators has proposed.
The Law School does not have all the answers or all
the solutions to the problems we face. Nonetheless, I am
proud of the role our school is playing as we go forward.
We have heard you. I have heard you, and I welcome the
continued dialogue with our alumni and friends. Please
feel free to contact me with your comments and thoughts
on ways to improve the Law School and the campus.

Professor Robert H. Jerry II
Returns with Expertise and Passion
by Anthony J. Meyer, 1L

“I think you can explain
just about everything
on the planet in terms
of risk.”

Gary Myers
Dean and Earl F. Nelson Professor of Law
✆ 573-882-3246
myers@missouri.edu

law.missouri.edu
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Professor Robert H. Jerry II’s worldview
contains multitudes – he is a talented
musician, a conscientious teacher and a
scholar. He cares about institution building.
He tends to examine the world through the
lens of risk management.
When you talk to Jerry, you get the
sense that he is a teacher first and foremost.
He does not put on airs, although he
certainly could.
He graduated cum laude from the
University of Michigan Law School, then
clerked at the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit. He is an elected member
of the American Law Institute. Among
his many accolades from the University of
Florida Levin College of Law, where he
is dean emeritus, is the President’s Medal,
awarded for service to the university.
Last summer, Jerry was appointed the
Isidor Loeb Professor of Law and a fellow
of the School of Law’s Center for the
Study of Dispute Resolution (CSDR).
He returns to Mizzou Law after having
taught here from 1998 to 2003, at which
time he wandered southward to become

the dean at UF Law, a position he held
for 11 years.

Risk Management
Jerry sees the world through the eyes of
an insurance scholar.
“I think you can explain just about
everything on the planet in terms of risk,”
he says. “There’s a point in every area of
risk where you’ve exhausted almost all
prevention and loss mitigation techniques,
and the very last ones available are just way
too expensive. It’s at that point that people
go to markets and enter into contracts to
manage risks.
“You can trace insurance contracts to the
Lombards in Italy in the eleventh century,
and what we know as the modern insurance
industry gets going at Lloyd’s coffee house in
London in the late 16th century. The risks
today are different, but the basic principles
are the same. We get a lot of satisfaction
from not worrying about what happens to
our family if we die or what happens to our
property if we get in an auto wreck or have
Transcript
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a house fire.” he explains. “And insurance
is one of the biggest industries in the world
– the percentage of the gross domestic
product that insurance represents is huge.”
The idea of insurance as risk allocation
can be uncanny to someone without an
economics background, but when Jerry
talks about insurance as a way to allocate
risk, it sounds less like he is predicting
the future and more like he is telling you
something fundamental.
“Once the loss occurs, the business
of insurance,” Jerry says, “is all about
claims processing, and that basically means
dispute resolution.”

“Our law school has been tuned
into this for a long time, way ahead of
everybody else. If anything, I think
Mizzou has not publicized as much as it
should have or could have how far we are
on the front end of that curve. Now I’m
allowed to help with a well-developed
and well-thought-out program that
we deliver in small sections that are
really fun to teach, and I learned a lot.
I’ve done mediation and arbitrations,
and negotiation has been a big part
of my life, but I’ve never studied in
depth what makes one good at it.”

SPR ING NEWS
us; there are a lot of informal sessions
outside of class. I don’t believe that’s
true of a lot of other law schools.”
In March, Jerry led a discussion on
Mizzou Law’s One Read book, Just
Mercy by Bryan Stevenson, using the
lens of leadership theory, a subject
about which he has published in the
University of Toledo Law Review.
“The word leadership does not
appear anywhere in the book – that’s
one neat thing about reading online,
you can make statements like that
with certainty – but Stevenson is
unquestionably a leader,” he explains.

The Well-Examined Life
“There are so many of my colleagues who are
helping the students with their professional
development. The students are in and out of
the offices talking with us; there are a lot of
informal sessions outside of class. I don’t
believe that’s true of a lot of other law schools.”
The Center for the Study
of Dispute Resolution
As a CSDR fellow, Jerry is part of an
effort to connect the center with salient
subject areas.
In the near future, Mizzou Law will
“build some training for students and
practitioners and perhaps arbitrators,
mediators and judges on issues where
insurance law meets up with dispute
resolution,” according to Jerry.
This past fall, Jerry was also the beloved
instructor of one Lawyering section, the
main substantive course for the CSDR
which teaches problem solving through an
array of dispute resolution techniques.
“What became our current Lawyering
program was being developed just as I
was leaving, and it’s been evolving for
the last decade. I was delighted to be
asked to teach in it upon my return – a
very new experience for me,” he notes.
“I’ve been very concerned about law
school graduates not being sufficiently
aware of the values of the profession
and what kinds of personal skills they
need when they enter the profession.”
4
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Institution Building
Needless to say, it is highly unusual for
someone to make a career move from dean
emeritus to professor. However, Jerry
has a passion for institution building.
As he puts it, “I’ve been in legal
education now for almost 35 years. Most
of my career is in the rear view mirror, but
with what will probably be the last set of
years looking out the windshield, I’d like
to do something with what I’ve learned
about insurance over these decades and try
to make a contribution that’s intellectually
exciting and has some relevance.”
The transition back to Mizzou
Law has been easy. Jerry and his wife,
Lisa, have always enjoyed living in
university communities like Columbia.
Moreover, Jerry, as with many others,
admires the Mizzou Law environment
with its focus on teaching.
“We’ve got faculty who really care
about the success of the students. There
are so many of my colleagues who are
helping the students with their professional
development,” he says. “The students
are in and out of the offices talking with

What does Jerry want to accomplish now?
A return to scholarship for starters.
He would like, as part of the
collaboration with CSDR, to help develop
an insurance certificate for students who
are interested in an insurance law practice
or in working in the insurance industry.
Jerry also spends a lot of time reflecting
about his teaching.
“I calculated that I taught 20 credit
hours the previous 11 years – and then
I taught eight last fall alone. I’m getting
back into it,” he says.
“I went to school in the mid-70s. Many
of my classes were heavily Socratic. My
Contracts professor never made a declarative
statement in class, and you essentially had
no idea what was going on. But he did offer
to meet with us after class to explain what
should have been said by us in response to
his questions. On more than one occasion
the entire class moved to another room
to sit down with him for an hour to try
to figure out what this was all about.
“It wasn’t bad teaching because we
had to work really hard to figure out
how to understand it,” he explains.
“That’s the way I tried to teach in the
beginning, but I’ve come to the view
that it’s better to try to create skills that
involve problem solving, and to help
students understand the lawyer’s role
in the context of the rules. Obviously
we have to learn legal doctrine, but
students should know how this doctrine
translates to something on the ground.
“Now I’m less of a hide-the-ball,
you-figure-it-out teacher. For many
years, I and other faculty would spring
a hypo on someone in class. Why can’t
we give that hypo out one or two
days in advance? Why is it a better
law.missouri.edu

technique to spring it on someone in the
classroom setting? I don’t think it is.”
Outside his life as a lawyer, Jerry cares
deeply about art. In his office, for instance,
hangs a wall-sized photograph of a Florida
prairie with tall, waving grass, pools of
water and billowing cloud formations.
“At Florida, we renovated 150,000
square feet of space while I was there,”
Jerry says. “We had a lot of new but empty
walls, so because we were using students
as photographers for our publications,
we thought we should take some of their
terrific photos and put them on the walls.
Law student art became the stuff on the
walls. The photograph in my office was
taken by a student who graduated in 2012
at Paynes Prairie south of Gainesville.
There’s a lot of rain and sinkholes and
water that comes up out of the aquifer.
There’s a bison herd out there and a herd
of wild horses thought to be descendants of
Ponce de Leon’s horses from the 1520s. I’ve
stood on that trail and counted over 200
alligators at one time.”
Jerry is a musician as well. One of his
three children lives in Portland, Ore.,
where he is a chef and a member of a noise
punk band getting reading for its next tour.
On the subject of noise punk – “I’m pretty
eclectic, I think, but I just don’t understand
why people enjoy the screamo. But my son
is having a blast.” Jerry says with a smile.
For his part, Jerry likes to put down
tracks in his home recording studio.
At Florida, he was part of a faculty
band, In Crisis, that played three times in
the Florida football stadium in shows that
featured the likes of the Goo Goo Dolls
and The Fray.
Does Jerry want to start a faculty band
at Mizzou Law?
“The answer to that question is no.”
It’s the only time you’ll hear him
answer anything negatively. ❚

F rom t h e
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University of Missouri
Law School News
Volume VI
April 1965

Glenn A. McCleary Retires
With 36 Years of Service
Dean Glenn A. McCleary has elected to retire at the end of the 1965 summer
session. His retirement follows thirty-six years of uninterrupted service to the
profession in general and to the Law School in particular. Few readers of this
issue of Newsletter will be among those graduates who have missed the experience
of having at least one class under Dean McCleary.
Following a year as Head of the Political Science Department at Wooster
College, a year of practice in Ohio and a year as an assistant professor of political
science at the University of Chicago, he began law teaching at the University
of North Dakota in 1928. Dean McCleary joined the Law School faculty in
the fall of 1929. He was promoted to a full professorship in 1931, and was made
Acting Dean in 1939. In 1940 he was appointed Dean and served the school in
this capacity until 1958, when he resigned as Dean. He has continued full time
teaching since that time. Under the guidance of Dean McCleary the Law School
enjoyed a period of substantial growth both in size and in professional esteem.
Dean McCleary holds the J.D. degree from the University of Michigan and
the S.J.D. degree from Harvard University. He has published extensively in
numerous legal publications, particularly in the field of tort law.
A ceremony will be held on Law Day honoring the Dean.

Enrollment Continues to Increase
Total enrollment in the Law School in the fall semester was 280, the largest in
the history of the School. In 1964, 128 new students enrolled. The entering class
in 1964 was about the same as the entering class of 1963, but in 1964 twenty-one
applicants were rejected because of low law school admissions test scores who
would otherwise have been admitted. In 1965 there are seventy-one candidates
for degrees compared to fifty-four candidates for degrees in 1964.
Fall enrollment by year is as follows:
1961 . . . . . . . . . . 208
1962 . . . . . . . . . . 243
1963 . . . . . . . . . . 258
1964 . . . . . . . . . . 280
The applications are expected to increase and a limitation on enrollment may
be necessary because of the capacity of the law building.

law.missouri.edu
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DUE

PROCESS:

INTERVIEWS
WITH FIVE
FEMALE JUDGES
by Anthony J. Meyer, 1L

Judges have perhaps the most venerated
role in the legal profession. Their
decisions, guided by precedent, become
the rules of the common law. They have
the power to take away a defendant’s
liberty in the criminal law. Above all,
they ensure an unbiased mechanism
for the state to resolve disputes.
Throughout our legal history, much
of the lore and symbolism of judges has
portrayed a judge as impartial arbiter.
Consider Justina blindfolded with sword
and scales. Is this belief in impartiality
rational, however? Or do we as a legal
community believe that to live one’s
experiences is to decide disputes by virtue
of them?
Further, what is there to learn about
how the law constructs gender from a
critical, historical perspective? You learn
as a first-year law student, for instance,
about the claim of loss of consortium,
which was originally available only to a
husband to compensate him for the loss of
his wife’s household and sexual services in
the event of her death. No analogous cause
of action for women emerged until the
early 20th century. As another example,
the common law before the Married
Women’s Property Acts – not enacted in
the United States until 1839 at earliest –
denied married women the right to hold
property independent of their husbands.
Instead, wife and husband were treated
as one person under the law – that is, the
husband. The list of gendered causes of
action and historical ways gender bias was
codified into law is long-ranging,

the effects of which unequivocally
resulted in legalized discrimination based
on gender. Moreover, often this legal
discrimination has seemed innocuous
enough, exemplified today by the rhetoric
of protection used in the context of debates
over how people who are transgender have
access to public bathrooms.
While the inexorable arc toward
equality continues over time, Mizzou
Law is fortunate enough in its history
to have many esteemed women among
its alumni. First among them, according
to many of these interview subjects, is
Judge Ann K. Covington, ’77. In
1989, Covington became the first female
judge appointed to the Supreme Court
of Missouri. She served as its chief justice
from 1993 to 1995.
Covington helped open the doors of
what had been, ironically, a hierarchybased profession. Living generations, in
fact, can serve testament to the difficulty of
becoming a female lawyer. Not exaggerated
are the stories of Sandra Day O’Connor
and Ruth Bader Ginsberg, who were
denied associate and law clerk positions,
respectively, solely on the basis of gender.
They serve as a reminder of what is at stake.
Missouri was the first state to adopt a
nonpartisan, merit selection process for
picking judges. The Missouri nonpartisan
court plan focuses on judicial selection
based on merit rather than political
affiliation. A response to the political
machines of “Boss Tom” Pendergast of
Kansas City and those in St. Louis in
the 1930s, the plan empowers a small

commission of lawyers, private citizens
and the chief justice of the Supreme
Court of Missouri, who serves as chair,
to nominate qualified individuals to serve
as state judges. The governor selects one
nominee for each vacancy, and voters then
take to the polls to decide whether to retain
the judge. A similar process is followed
for judicial vacancies in Missouri’s largest
trial courts, with the chief judges of the
local appellate districts serving as chairs.
The Missouri Plan has served as a
model for other appointment mechanisms
across the country that hope to install the
most qualified candidates into judgeships.
Recently, Missouri made history by
having two female chief justices, Mary
Rhodes Russell, ’83, and Patricia A.
Breckenridge, ’78, serve consecutively
after being selected under the Missouri Plan
and later retained by voters.
These interviews catalogue the
experiences of some of Mizzou Law’s most
qualified female judges. Two trial judges
and three appellate judges are represented,
and their daily work varies accordingly.
There is as much a generational difference
between the judges on this panel as
anything else. Finally, these interviews
address both how gender is constructed in
the law and how much a judge’s personal
experiences affect her work.
In the history of feminism, the
intellectual conclusion of so-called Third
Wave feminists is that the only tenable goal
of feminism is equal standing for all. All
lawyers can agree that that is the precise
goal of law too.

THE HONORABLE PATRICIA A. BRECKENRIDGE, ’78
SUPREME COURT OF MISSOURI
Q: WHY DID YOU WANT TO BE

Q: WERE THERE OTHER

My father [Donald B. Russell, ’49] was a
lawyer. I was inspired to be a lawyer by
him and other lawyers and judges in the
Nevada, Missouri, community. As a high
school and college student, I saw firsthand
the work of attorneys when I worked as a
secretary and bookkeeper in his law firm.
I am dating myself, but it was before copy
machines and memory typewriters.

My 9th grades civics teacher, Marie
Butner. She taught us the three branches
of government, the separation of powers,
the checks and balances. From her, I
learned to appreciate how important the
foundation of our government is to our
democracy and the quality of our life. Her
lessons about the judicial branch probably
led me into law school. Today, my core

A LAWYER?
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values still include the importance of the
role of the judiciary and its check on the
legislative and executive branches and vice
versa. That’s what makes the difference
between the United States and other
countries without the co-equal judicial
branch of government that is charged with
protecting the rights of their citizens.

talented individuals who practice in all
areas of the law in communities across
the state. Most importantly, they are
truly good people. The bonds developed
in law school remain even when we see
each other infrequently. Within a short
time of visiting, we can recall events
of law school like it was yesterday.

Q: HOW DOES THAT RESPECT AND
VALUE OF THE JUDICIARY PLAY OUT
IN THE COURTS?

Our courts deserve the trust and
confidence of the citizens only if we
fulfill our responsibilities as attorneys
and as judges to the people. When there
are issues that come to light, as they did,
for instance, in Ferguson, Missouri, they
show the failure of our system to live
up to its responsibilities. I can’t think
of anything more important than to
make changes that ensure that no matter
where you are in the state, no matter
what level of court you come into, you
are treated with respect, you know what
your rights are, and your case is decided
according to the law. So we have been
working hard, and we have more work
to do, to guarantee that to the folks of
Ferguson and to all of Missouri’s citizens.

Q: HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE
YOUR LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE?

When I went to law school the professors
were more like those in The Paper Chase
– and maybe they still are – where you
were intimidated and awed by them. So
it was quite an experience to go from a
normal high school and college into that
kind of environment. It was intimidating,
challenging and rewarding all at the
same time.
MU had exceptional professors at that
time, like they do now. I was so privileged
to learn from Elwood Thomas and Grant
Nelson. I saw Professor Fratcher’s portrait
when I was at the law school recently
and was reminded of how great he was
as a professor.
I found it interesting to go from my
first year to my third year. The professors
who initially scared you morphed into
those who were supporting you and
encouraging you – I assume they intended
to encourage you in your first year, but it’s
a very different feeling by your third year.
The best folks attend MU Law School.
My classmates are really smart and

8
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O ONE ADVANCES IN

THEIR CAREERS WITHOUT
THE SUPPORT OF OTHERS.

IF YOU NETWORK MEANINGFULLY AS OPPOSED TO
SUPERFICIALLY, YOU MEET
PEOPLE WHO WILL SUPPORT
YOU IN YOUR CAREER .

Q: CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR
CAREER PATH?

When I went to law school, my father
practiced with two other men in Nevada,
Missouri. My husband [Bryan C.
Breckenridge, ’77] was in the class ahead
of me at Mizzou Law. He graduated and
went back to the law firm in Nevada. So
when I was in law school that was my only
aspiration. I thought I would graduate and
practice law in Nevada for the rest of my
life. I had no thought of being a judge.
At that time, I had never met a woman
judge, never even thought about being a
woman judge.
But I went back and practiced for only
four years. At that time, there was the
unique circumstance where mandatory
retirement at age 70 had been adopted,
but the Supreme Court didn’t have good
records as to the birth dates of the judges.
The associate circuit judge in Nevada
misunderstood the law and wrote the
Supreme Court to ask permission to run
for an additional term. By doing that, he
called attention to the fact that he was
already 70 and had stayed on the bench
past mandatory retirement, which of
course caused the court to contact him

and say, “As of today, you are no longer
on the bench.”
Because it was right before an election,
the more established attorneys did not seek
the interim appointment. I was appointed
by the governor to finish the term and then
was elected – three times all together.
I never expected to go beyond being
a judge in the Nevada and Vernon
County area. Toward the end of my nine
years there, I learned that Judge Ann
K. Covington, ’77, the first woman
appointed to the Western District Court
of Appeals, was appointed to the Missouri
Supreme Court, so there was not a woman
on the Western District. Because there
weren’t that many women who had nine
years of judicial experience, I applied.
No one would have bet on me to get
the appointment because a well-respected
circuit judge from Kansas City was also
the panel, but for whatever reason, I got
the appointment. I never thought I would
apply for the Supreme Court but, after
17 years on the Western District, there
was a vacancy. I applied and was fortunate
to be appointed.
I have loved every minute of my time
as a judge.

Q: WHAT DO YOU LOVE SPECIFICALLY
ABOUT BEING AN APPELLATE JUDGE?

I love the law, and practicing appellate law
or being an appellate judge is about as close
to – other than maybe being a law school
professor – dealing purely with law.
As a trial judge, you are also called
upon to know the law and apply it but
it’s different because the appellate system
is built to remove you from the passions
of the individuals. If you relate to people
well, being a trial judge is so fulfilling and
you see, particularly in a small town, how
you make a difference in someone’s life.
You understand how they got to the court
with their disputes and their problems. So
it is a joy to have been a trial judge.

Q: HOW HAVE YOU HELPED TO
CORRECT GENDER INEQUALITY

a standard of equal treatment for women
in the judicial system and to change
their behavior through both educational
programs and the adoption of Supreme
Court rules. While progress has been
made and examples of overt bias are fewer,
implicit bias remains. The current work
of the Supreme Court’s Commission on
Racial and Ethnic Fairness to educate on
implicit biases will benefit women as well
as members of racial and ethnic minorities.
Additionally, the increased numbers
of women in the profession and on the
bench has had a positive impact on the
legal profession, the judiciary and the law.
Women lawyers’ and judges’ experiences
as women inform who we are and that
informs our perspectives on legal issues.
I remember being relieved when Judge
[Laura Denvir] Stith was appointed to the
Western District Court of Appeals because
there was another person who could give
“the women’s perspective.” Judge Stith and
I used to laugh when our male colleagues

were surprised that we didn’t always agree
on “women’s issues.”

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU
GIVE TO LAW STUDENTS?

Q: WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING

So often law students talk to me about
where I am with my position now and how
do you get to my position. I don’t think
there are any guarantees. Because of my
pathway, I encourage law students to be
open to opportunities even if they think
they have mapped out a desired career
path. Moreover, no one advances in their
careers without the support of others. If
you network meaningfully as opposed to
superficially, you meet people who will
support you in your career.
I recently ran into my undergraduate
advisor. He’s an attorney living in
Springfield [Mo.]. He asked me, “Are
you fulfilled by what you do?” I love the
word “fulfilled” because it carries with it
such a deeper meaning. I think a young
professional, a new lawyer, needs to find

I started out in environmental science
and ended up majoring in agricultural
economics. There is the chance that I
would have ended up in a bacteriology
lab if I hadn’t gone to law school and
become a judge.
My freshman year, I worked for an
inspirational professor who was consulting
regarding a lawsuit against 3M for releasing
heated water into one of the Great Lakes.
He had me look through the microscope
to count organisms because he was studying whether the heated water had killed the
organisms in the lake. It was fascinating,
especially with the tie it had to law. When I
think of that now, however, I think, “Thank
heavens I’m not in a bacteriology lab.”

IF YOU WEREN’T A JUDGE?

THE HONORABLE ELIZABETH LANG MIERS, ’75
FIFTH COURT OF A PPEALS (DALLAS, TEXAS)
Q:

WE HAVE TALKED ABOUT THE

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SOMEONE IN YOUR CLASS AND SOMEONE LIKE JUDGE

BETH PHILLIPS, ’97,

AND HOW IT WAS DIFFICULT TO GET
A JOB AS A LAWYER AS A WOMAN IN

’70S. THE SAME HAS BEEN SAID OF
JUSTICE RUTH BADER GINSBERG TOO.

THE

Some of the issues are the same, but
the magnitude of them has changed
somewhat from when Judge Nanette
Laughrey, ’75, and I graduated. When
we were in law school at Mizzou, it
was quite a bit different, but I think
the numbers and the passage of time
have changed a lot of things.

I think the timeline, starting in 1972
and graduating in 1975, meant that we
faced some unique issues as women,
both from the facilities viewpoint and
practical viewpoint that we would not
have faced later. By that I mean in Tate
Hall where we went to law school, all
the women had their lockers in what was
the women’s bathroom, really. It was a
very small area, and that’s kind of where
we stayed. It’s hard to imagine that now,
but after we graduated there were enough
women that they had to give them
lockers out in the hallway.
The whole thing was quite different
then, and I think some of the professors
viewed women differently, and the hiring
lawyers viewed women differently than
they do now.

IN THE LAW?

Q: HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE

I served on the Supreme Court’s task that
studied gender equity in the Missouri
judicial system in the late ’80s and early
’90s, and then served as a co-chair of the
committee charged with implementing the
recommendations of the task force. The
implementation committee worked to have

YOUR LAW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE?

Q: WHAT WAS YOUR CAREER PATH

I am not among the group of people who
loved law school. I know people who
loved law school, but I didn’t. I thought it
was generally to be endured. But I would
have felt that way anywhere I went to law
school; it wasn’t Mizzou Law particularly.

I graduated in 1975 and I worked for
Judge James A. Finch Jr., ’32, of the
Missouri Supreme Court from 1975 to
July 1976. It was wonderful. Absolutely
wonderful. I could not have had a better

law.missouri.edu

a path where they are fulfilled because if
you’re doing something you love you
will do it well.

law.missouri.edu

BEFORE BECOMING A JUDGE?

person to work with and to have as a
mentor. He just was a great exemplar of
professionalism. He was a very practical
judge and yet scholarly, and everybody
looked up to him.

Q: WHAT DID YOU LEARN ABOUT
BEING AN APPELLATE JUDGE FROM
YOUR EXPERIENCE CLERKING ON
THE

MISSOURI SUPREME COURT?

I can’t say I learned about being an
appellate judge necessarily because I
was so young and so clueless. I didn’t
have any real life experience; I didn’t
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have any legal experience. And so I
didn’t have a real appreciation of what
happened before a trial, or in a trial, or
between a trial and the appeal, and so I
couldn’t appreciate the challenges people
faced in all these various lawsuits or the
challenge in making determinations
at the appellate level. But it was a
great starting point because I did start
out with a great appreciation for the
opinions and how things generally
worked when I started out in practice.

Q: WHY DID YOU WANT TO GO TO
LAW SCHOOL?

I have no idea. People have asked me that
a lot over the years, and I don’t know
because I certainly didn’t see any women
doing that. I think it may have just been
actually shows on television that I thought
portrayed something I would like to be
able to do. I liked being able to champion
for a client and protect a client and
advocate for a client, and so I remember

of practice, I spent my days and nights
reading opinions and trying to glean from
them what to tell a client what to do, and
what to do in a case, and how to approach
things. I find it very critical that opinions
are easy to understand and easy to follow
because otherwise it leaves lawyers, clients
and trial judges without the clarity they
need from us.

Q: HAVE YOU EVER HAD A CASE OF
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION BASED
ON GENDER COME BEFORE YOU?

N

I WOULD CERTAINLY APPRECIATE IT MORE – THE
IMPORTANCE OF IT, AND WHAT A GREAT OPPORTUNITY IT
OW

IS TO GO TO SCHOOL AND HOW LUXURIOUS IT IS TO SPEND
THAT TIME LEARNING AND STUDYING.

Q: WOULD YOU RECOMMEND TO
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS NOW
THAT THEY SHOULD WAIT AND GAIN
SOME EXPERIENCE BEFORE STARTING
LAW SCHOOL?

I think it’s very individualized. In my
particular situation, I had been wanting
to go to law school for a long time, and
I was just ready to have it done and
get on with life. I think I would have
benefitted from being out and would
have appreciated school more if I had not
been in school straight through my whole
life. Now I would certainly appreciate
it more – the importance of it, and what
a great opportunity it is to go to school
and how luxurious it is to spend that time
learning and studying. And because I am
more aware now of how expensive it is
and was, I would also appreciate that part
of it more.
There were some people I was in law
school with, guys who had been out for a
while – in many instances, guys who had
been in the military, some who had come
back from Vietnam – who approached
school more like a job, which was a really
good approach.
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from the time I was very young thinking
that was what I wanted to do, but I cannot
tell you what specifically led me to it.

Q: WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER

WHEN COMPOSING YOUR OPINIONS?

Our job is to only deal with the issues
that are presented. As an appellate judge,
if an issue is not presented you don’t
get to reach into the case and pull out
something and say, “You know what
you really should be talking about is
this issue over here.” Secondly, the
appellants have had to preserve the
issue in the trial court, in other words,
give the trial court an opportunity to
consider the issue; they can’t first bring
it to us. So the first thing we look at is
jurisdiction. We don’t have jurisdiction
over everything people try to appeal.
We look at what the issue is and was it
preserved. Then we look at how they
bring it to us and should we address
it the way they argue it should be
addressed.
I see our responsibility to only deal
with what we are supposed to deal with;
in other words, not to go out and try to
write about something because we’re
interested in it. We have to do it in the
most limited way possible – and in the
clearest way possible because in my years

As an appellate judge, the issues are
presented in the trial court and they either
go to jury verdict or summary judgment
or in some manner end up with a final
judgment and then that final judgment
comes to us. So the only things I would
deal with are what they argue is wrong
with how the trial court dealt with the
issues, not a determination of facts.
In other words, I don’t make any
determinations to was whether there was
bias or wrongful conduct. As appellate
judges we defer to the trial judge and the
jury on the facts. I don’t make those fact
determinations on appeal.

Q: LASTLY, I HAVE TO ASK WHAT
IT’S LIKE TO SIT ON THE SAME

BENCH AS YOUR BROTHER, JUSTICE

DOUGLAS S. LANG, ’72?

It’s great! I’ve been here a little over 12
years, and he’s been here a year longer
than that. And we practiced in different
firms. I was in my firm 28 years, and he
was probably in his a year or two longer
than that, so we were used to working
independently from one another and not
being able to talk about cases or clients.
We have offices in different areas of the
court and don’t necessarily see each other
for several days. When my mother calls
now and asks, “Is Doug there?” I say
I don’t know. It’s a pretty big court –
17 judges – with staff of about 72 other
people here.
We are not on panels together
necessarily. They are randomly assigned.
I enjoy visiting with him when I want to,
and certainly I can visit with him about
cases here, which I wasn’t able to do in
practice. I’m very proud of him. I feel
very proud of what he’s achieved. And I
feel very fortunate.

law.missouri.edu

THE HONORABLE NANETTE K. LAUGHREY, ’75
UNITED STATES COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI
Q: WHAT LED YOU TO LAW SCHOOL?
I was a participant in Volunteers in Service
to America (VISTA) in the late 1960s,
and I saw poverty for the first time in
my life up close. At the time I had an
undergraduate degree and was working
as a volunteer trying to develop a dropout
school in Des Moines, Iowa. At the same
time, I saw young men – primarily men –
who were VISTA lawyers from some of the
very best law schools in the country. I was
very impressed with the kind of rapidity
with which they could make change. So I
saw what we were doing as important, but
for the first time I felt the power of law.

Q: AND SO MIZZOU LAW?
Basically my husband [Christopher S.
Kelly, ’89] and I were driving through
Columbia and got stopped in a snowstorm
and we spent the night and one thing
led to another and I ended up renting a
little house in the country. I knew that
there was a law school in Columbia, even
though we really were interested in being
farmers, raising goats and honeybees.
At any rate, we ended up here and I
applied to law school and got in and had a
wonderful time. It was very serendipitous
that I ended up in Missouri and at Mizzou
Law, but it was really a gift.

my grade. I had something like 3/100 – a
really ridiculous number. It became clear
to me that using Gilbert’s outlines was
not going to be the way to get through
law school. So I completely changed my
approach to studying and started preparing
my own outlines. I guess I taught myself,
and that, I believe, is one of the benefits of
the Socratic Method – it teaches you how
to teach yourself, which is a skill that has
carried me through my profession.

T

HE KEY IS TO DISTINGUISH YOURSELF IN YOUR ACADEMIC

CAREER AND IN YOUR CAREER AS A LAWYER .

A LWAYS
MAINTAIN THE HIGHEST ETHICAL STANDARDS;YOUR
REPUTATION IS YOUR MOST VALUABLE THING YOU HAVE
WHEN YOU LEAVE LAW SCHOOL.

Q: WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A
FEDERAL TRIAL JUDGE?

I graduated in 1975 and started in 1972.
There were 12 women out of 150. This was
the beginning of a rapid increase of women
in the law school. Before that, it had just
been a few women at a time.
I had a year-old baby when I started
law school. All I was trying to do was hold
things together and get through the process,
so I just did whatever needed to be done.

When you do something for 20 years it
becomes pretty second nature to you, but
in terms of the big picture, it’s important
work, and it’s really been a privilege to
do work that is meaningful. It’s always
interesting; it’s always a challenge. I’ll
have a phone conference and think, “How
am I going to figure out what the right
answer is? How do I fit all the pieces of
law together and at the same time make a
practical judgment that is fair and balanced
and will be efficient?” I’ve always loved the
law, so it is a good fit for me. I find it just
plain fun, but it’s also a chance to do justice.
I can’t think of a higher calling. It is the
culmination of a lifetime in the profession.

Q: WHAT WAS THE TEACHING

Q: ARE THERE ANY DOWNSIDES?

It was the Socratic Method. I thought I
got an excellent legal education; it was
very challenging. I remember my first
practice exam. I was preparing for torts
using a Gilbert’s outline, and I got back

It is very isolated. I remember when
I was a professor at Mizzou Law and
we would have coffee in the morning.
We were able to bounce ideas we were
working on for a research project or an
article around the room to get thoughts

Q: WHAT WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE
LIKE AT

MIZZOU LAW?

STYLE LIKE AT THE TIME?

law.missouri.edu

and input, which was always such a rich
process because that immediately gave you
new perspective from people who were
unparalleled in terms of their intellectual
capacity. You don’t have that particularly
as a federal district judge. I don’t have
the experience as an appellate judge, but
I sometimes think that that would be an
advantage to be able to hash it out with
another chamber. As a district judge we
have to do it on our own within our own
chambers, and that is a heavy burden. You
have to carry the consequence of your
choices, and sometimes those choices do
violence to my conscience or my own
view of life because they are required by
the law. There are many decisions I have
made over my career that I personally
disagree with strongly, but my first
obligation is to the system we have.

Q: FROM YOUR CAREER, WHERE
IN THE LAW HAVE ISSUES OF GENDER
BEEN PARTICULARLY FRAUGHT?

Let me give you what was certainly,
for me, an experience as a judge and
as a woman – that’s the area of sexual
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harassment. I was a law professor at the
time that sexual harassment was developed
as an intellectual concept. It was certainly
something that I didn’t have a word for or
a legal theory for but had experienced as
a young woman. So I kind of understood
the intellectual underpinning as well as the
experience that led to the development of
the concept. When I came to the bench
and I would be confronted with a motion
for summary judgment on the issue of
sexual harassment, I felt I understood the
law pretty well and I understood summary
judgment pretty well. I had taught civil
procedure, and so what to me was just
obviously a jury question I would send to a
jury. We’d have a trial, it would go to the
Eighth Circuit, and I’d get reversed. They
would say no reasonable person would
think those facts were sufficient.
After two or three times of being
reversed, it became very obvious to me
that it was very difficult to get a successful
case of sexual harassment in the Eighth
Circuit, and I’m required by law to follow
that precedent. To me if this were a viable
theory, clearly that’s for the community,
for the jury, to decide those issues
because that was the standard that our
founding fathers put in place, to prevent
the government from defining what our
values were in these kind of contested
factual questions. Duncan v. General Motors
Corporation was a turning point for me.
[300 F.3d 928 (8th Cir. 2002)]
There have been some changes in the
bench, and there’s been some softening of
the approach, but the Eighth Circuit is still

very different from other circuits on that
issue. I think it is telling that until recently
there has only been one woman on the
Eighth Circuit – Judge Diana Murphy,
appointed in 1994, an excellent judge.

Q: CAN YOU TALK ABOUT A CASE
YOU DECIDED WHERE YOU SAW AN
INTERSECTION OF GENDER AND CLASS?

Very early in my career when the federal
sentencing guidelines were rigid, I had
to sentence to jail an 18-year-old woman
who had been used by a drug cartel to
transport a large amount of cocaine. Our
laws at that time limited a trial court’s
discretion in a way that was ultimately
shown to be unconstitutional, even
though the whole idea of sentencing
guidelines came out of a coalition of
both liberal and conservative judges.
I had to sentence her to 20 years because
of the quantity of drugs that she was
carrying. The drug kingpins never carry
drugs; they get poor people, women to
do the work for them, which will expose
them more to the consequences. Back then
I had no choice, and it was a great injustice.
Now things are getting better in
part because of both judges and society
are becoming more educated about the
consequences of the criminal justice
system of the 1980s and 1990s, and we
are seeing our courts reducing these drug
sentences based upon changes in the
sentencing guidelines.
Unfortunately, my career was spent
primarily during that time when those

harsh sentences were being imposed,
and I knew anybody who was in a
courtroom and actually seeing what
was going on would not think this was
a good idea. It just was an unfortunate
period of our history. Harsh sentences fell
disproportionately, if not always on race,
certainly they fell disproportionately on
class, which was one of the ways that my
experiences as a VISTA volunteer really
informed my experience as a judge because
I worked with poor people. I lived in their
communities, and I came to understand
what it meant to be poor, and why people
were poor, and what the consequences of
that were, and that it is a complex issue.

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE
LAW STUDENTS WHO WANT TO BECOME
INVOLVED WITH THE JUDICIARY?

Being a judge is not a career path you
can say, “I’m going to do x, y and z and
become a judge.” The key is to distinguish
yourself in your academic career and in
your career as a lawyer.
Always maintain the highest ethical
standards; your reputation is your most
valuable thing you have when you leave law
school. Finally, recognize that you should
do what brings you fulfillment and joy and
not what somebody thinks you should do
or what society says is prestigious.

THE HONORABLE M. BETH PHILLIPS, ’97
UNITED STATES COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI
Q: AS WITH SOME OF THE OTHER
JUDGES ON THE PANEL, YOU ARE
A BORN-AND-BRED

MISSOURIAN.

HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE
YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO OUR STATE?

My family has a long connection in
Missouri. I’m a fourth generation graduate
from my high school in the little town
of Milan. My family has been there since
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Kansas City have. Having spent a total
of about seven years living in Chicago
and Washington D.C., I think that I had
a better appreciation of the Midwest
generally and Missouri specifically. And
that also motivated my decision to come
back to Missouri for law school and to pick
Mizzou Law.
[Editor’s Note: Phillips’ sister is Judge
Jennifer M. Phillips, ’01, who is a circuit
judge in Jackson County, Mo.]

I

WAS A PROSECUTOR BEFORE

APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO COMPLETE A WINTER JUDICIAL
INTERNSHIP.

It’s a good opportunity for the students,
and it’s a good opportunity for us – the
only downside is there is not always a lot
of excitement going on in the courthouse

I BECAME A JUDGE, SO I’VE

THE MAJORITY OF MY LEGAL CAREER .

BUT BEING THE FINAL
DECISION MAKER IS A VERY SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY – ONE
THAT DOES WEIGH ON ME.

hallway – with the security comes the
isolation. To compensate for that isolation,
I make a concerted effort to attend bar
events of all different sorts and try to get
out in the community as much as I can
– not only the legal community but the
general community – because I do think
you can kind of get a skewed perspective if
you’re too isolated.
At the same time, I do enjoy the job –
one of the most interesting aspects is the
impact my decisions have on people, but
again one of the more difficult aspects of
the job is knowing that my decisions have
an impact on people and that they are very
weighty decisions that I have to make,
especially in the sentencing context. I
was a prosecutor before I became a judge,
so I’ve been involved with the criminal
justice system for the majority of my legal
career. But being the final decision maker
is a very serious responsibility – one that
does weigh on me.

Q: IN WHAT AREAS OF THE LAW
WOULD YOU SAY ISSUES OF GENDER

Q: WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO GO
TO LAW SCHOOL?

My father [N. William Phillips, ’66] is
a lawyer, and so law was something that
was in the back of my mind. I went to
college in Chicago, and after getting my
bachelor’s and master’s degrees there, I
moved to Washington, D.C., and worked
on Capitol Hill for a few years. That was
when it really solidified for me the idea
that getting a law degree was a good idea
because I was able to see the wide variety
of jobs that people who have law degrees
hold. However, I also wanted to use law
school as an opportunity to redevelop some
connections in Missouri and to develop a
professional network.

WITH

MIZZOU LAW?

As far as the law school goes, I generally
attend Law Day. My husband [ Judge
W. Brent Powell, ’96] and I are headed
back soon for his 20-year class reunion.
Generally we are season ticket holders
for Mizzou football and make it down to
Columbia pretty frequently for games. I
also stay in touch with the career services
office and every winter break and most
summer breaks have had interns from
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Q: I KNOW ALL THE 1LS GREATLY

BEEN INVOLVED WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM FOR

Q: HOW ARE YOU STILL INVOLVED

the 1860s, if not earlier. My grandmother
graduated from the University of Missouri
in the early 1930s. My father, my uncle, my
sister, my husband – a lot of family members
have gone to University of Missouri, both
undergraduate and law school.
I think having gone away from
Missouri made me appreciate it a little
bit better. Although Chicago is in the
Midwest, it doesn’t necessarily have the
same Midwestern flavor that St. Louis and

Mizzou Law. I’ve also been able to hire
two of my law clerks from Mizzou.

law.missouri.edu

that time of year. But we can usually
find something for people to attend. My
husband is a Jackson County judge, and so
there’s always something going on there if
things are slow up here.

Q: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING A FEDERAL
TRIAL JUDGE?

The type of position I’m in, my day-today activities are spent doing much more
research and writing than, for example,
a state court trial judge who is on the
bench more often. I spend a lot of time
reading briefs, reading motions – in all
honesty, reading the law my law clerks
have researched for me, preparing both
for criminal and civil cases through a lot
of reading of the briefs and reading of the
case law and making decisions in
that environment.
The nice thing is that I have the luxury
of time and the luxury of preparation
that often is not afforded to a state court
trial judge. As a result, however, it can be
isolating. I am literally behind two locked
doors at all times. Our courthouse is set up
so it is very secure. I appreciate the security
associated with it, but the downside is
we park in a different area, we come up a
different elevator, we walk down a secure

ARE PARTICULARLY FRAUGHT?

There are a number of areas of the law
that impact women and men differently.
Having spent a large portion of my career
as a prosecutor, areas of criminal law that
impact women differently first jump to
mind. For example, although the majority
of charges are brought against men, the
fact that husbands, fathers and brothers
are incarcerated has a direct and negative
impact on mothers, children and other
family members.
Another example occurs in rape cases.
As a prosecutor I found that juries had a
tendency to blame the victim of a rape.
Therefore, I would try to explain pieces of
evidence that the jury might use to blame
the victim and address this issue up front
with the jury.

Q: DO YOU PERCEIVE A
GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCE IN
HOW WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION
HAVE MADE THEIR CAREERS?

Yes, I believe the earlier generation of
female attorneys had a much more difficult
time establishing their careers. I also believe
their experiences have made it much easier
for my generation and generations of female
attorneys to come. They have “paved the
way,” as the saying goes.
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I cannot fathom the experiences I
hear of from, for example, Sandra Day
O’Connor who, despite graduating in
the top of her class, had difficulty finding
her first job. Or the stories from people
like Senator Claire C. McCaskill, ’78,
who was required to wear a skirt when
appearing in certain courts.

While I may have experienced subtle
discrimination in my career, I have never
experienced overt discrimination. In fact,
Senator McCaskill gave me my first job
out of law school – in the Jackson County
Prosecutor’s Office. Approximately 50
percent of the attorneys in the office were
female and thus, there were many role

models and mentors for me and the other
female attorneys. It was a very different
environment than female attorneys from
previous generations experienced – and
directly contributed to the success I have
experienced in my career.

AM

THE HONORABLE M ARY R HODES RUSSELL, ’83
SUPREME COURT OF MISSOURI
MR (handing me a picture of Justice Sandra

Day-O’Connor, Judge Ann Covington,
Chief Justice Patricia Breckenridge and her):
This picture represents all the women
who have ever served on this court plus
the first woman on the Supreme Court
of the United States.
That’s Sandra Day O’Connor. The
first woman on the Supreme Court. Your
generation has trouble recognizing her, but
my generation says, “She’s my hero; she’s
my Godmother.” Her appointment to the
Supreme Court happened while I was in
law school.
Judge Ann K. Covington, ’77, was
the first woman to serve on this court in
1989. Although Missouri has been a state
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clerk fresh out of law school I would have
never dreamed I would come back here
and become a judge because girls just
didn’t do those things. And I wasn’t upset
about it. Those were the unwritten rules. I
thought that I’d just go home, and practice
law and pay off my student loans and be a
good girl.

LAW THERE ARE PEOPLE FROM ALL CORNERS
OF THE STATE. YOU WILL FIND THAT SO HELPFUL WHEN YOU
ENTER PRACTICE, WHEREVER YOU PRACTICE IN THE STATE,
BECAUSE YOU WILL HAVE CONNECTIONS EVERYWHERE,
EVEN WITH ALUMNI WHO ARE OLDER THAN YOU.
T

since 1821, it took until 1989 for a woman
to be appointed to the court. When she
retired 12 years later, Judge Laura Denvir
Stith was appointed to take her place.
Three years later, I joined. And then three
more years later Chief Justice Patricia
Breckenridge, ’78 was appointed.

Q: WHY DID YOU WANT TO GO
TO LAW SCHOOL?

In my family there were no lawyers
and most of the women in my family
were homemakers. I grew up on a farm
in a big family. In summers I would sit
out on the tractor in the hayfield, and my

reporter on the courthouse beat. I had
a very nice judge who sat down and
explained to me the criminal process,
so I wouldn’t convict someone in the
newspaper before they even had an
arraignment. This judge explained all the
steps involved in the criminal trial process,
and I found that to be very interesting.

brothers would get paid, but I didn’t, as it
was unusual for a girl to work in the field.
I would dream of getting off the farm and
getting a job someday with my name on
the door and not on my shirt pocket.
I didn’t know any lawyers, men or
women. But I knew I wanted some kind
of career where I could use my knowledge
and my skills to help people. Originally I
thought I wanted to be a medical dietician
to help people with their health. I soon
realized that science wasn’t my strong field.
Then I decided I wanted to be a consumer
affairs reporter, to be able to ferret out
people who were taking advantage of
trusting consumers. I wanted to do some
in-depth articles, maybe for a magazine or
major newspaper.
During college, I did internships here in
the Capitol building in Jefferson City and
in Washington, D.C. I got to watch the
process of how laws were made, which is
just about, as everybody says, like watching
sausage being made. Not a very pleasant
process, but superior to any other form of
government. Through those experiences,
I was exposed to lots of attorneys.
I also did an internship with my
hometown newspaper where I was a
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So all those things together along with
counsel from a friend, Randa Rawlins,
’82, who started law school at Mizzou a
year ahead of me. She encouraged me to
apply. My grandfather always said get all
the education you can get. So I thought,
okay, I’ll go to law school, but I know one
thing for sure: I never ever wanted to be in
a courtroom! And look where I ended up.
In going to law school I was a little bit
naive about what I was getting into. I went
to law school simply to help people, and I
probably didn’t fully realize that women
were a minority in this traditionally male
field until much later. In my law school
class it was almost 30 percent women. I
knew it was still a majority male-based
profession, but 30/70 wasn’t a bad split. It
wasn’t until I got out into the real world
that I realized I was clearly in the minority.
When I went back to my hometown to
practice, there were no women judges
in our area. There were only a couple of
women lawyers in our area. Lucky for me
I didn’t have to be the very first. But as
time went by and doors started opening up
for women, and women started walking
through them, I started thinking, maybe
I can walk through the door too. Maybe I
could be an appellate judge. I have just as
much experience as my male counterparts
in some of these areas.
Being a judge on the Supreme Court
of Missouri is something I never dreamed
I’d be doing. It is a huge honor. As a law

law.missouri.edu

Q: WHY DID YOU CHOOSE
MIZZOU LAW?
I really didn’t think about any other
law school. The University of Missouri
has the best law school in the state, and I
knew that I wanted to practice somewhere
in Missouri. With that in mind I knew I
couldn’t get any better education than I
could at Mizzou.
At Mizzou Law there are people
from all corners of the state. You will
find that so helpful when you enter
practice, wherever you practice in the
state, because you will have connections
everywhere, even with alumni who are
older than you. I used to keep the law
alumni directory in my office. If I needed
to find an attorney in, let’s say, Carthage,
Missouri, I would look up the graduates
working in Carthage, and I could start my
conversation with, “Did you have David
Fischer for torts?” So you already have this
common bond with attorneys throughout
the state and that is something you will
never get from any other law school.

Q: WHAT LED YOU ON YOUR
CAREER PATH?

After law school, I clerked right here
at the Supreme Court of Missouri. It was
a wonderful opportunity to be able to see
behind the scenes the decision-making
process and develop a close relationship
with my judge. You got to see a lot

of different styles of oral arguments, a
lot of different types of briefs. It really
was like a fourth year of law school in
many ways. As far as being a woman at
the time, it was still a little unusual to
have a female law clerk – not unheard
of, because that door had already been
broken, thank goodness, but there were
still more male law clerks than female
law clerks. And of course, all of the
judges at the time were old white men.
Judge Nanette K. Laughrey, ’75
told me she applied to be a law clerk here,
about eight years before me. She was
married and had a child, and she was first
in her class at Mizzou Law. A judge here
turned her down for the job and said,
“You’re too busy as a wife and mother. You
can’t do it all.” She now is a federal judge.
Anyway, I didn’t have that barrier as it
had already been broken by her and others
ahead of me. I developed a great, close
relationship with my judge, Judge George
F. Gunn, Jr. I even spoke at one of his
memorial services. I felt quite honored to
do that, but I made a special effort to stay
in touch with him throughout the years.

Q: CAN YOU TALK ABOUT A SPECIFIC
CASE YOU HELPED DECIDE WHERE
ISSUES OF GENDER CAME TO THE FORE?

Two women had been convicted of
murdering their abusive husbands. Evidence
of women being battered was not allowed
yet. They were sentenced to life in prison
with no chance of parole. After each served
over 20 years, the governor at the time
commuted their sentences by eliminating
the prohibition against parole eligibility.
However, the parole board continued to
deny them a hearing despite evidence in
the record that men convicted of murder
were granted parole hearings after serving
fewer years. Students from a class Professor
Mary M. Beck, ’88, came and argued
one of the cases. The court held that the
parole board should promptly conduct
parole hearings. The case is State ex rel.
Lute v. Missouri Board of Probation and Parole.
218 S.W.3d 431 (Mo. 2007) (en banc).

Q: WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER WHEN
CRAFTING AN OPINION FOR THE

SUPREME COURT OF MISSOURI?
I try to write opinions as clearly and
concisely as possible. I was a journalism
major, and I know how important it is
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to make my writing easy to understand.
We have many, many drafts of every
opinion before we finally get to the
final product that we publish. It’s
proofread by countless people. We try
not to have any dangling participles,
although I have no problem with split
infinitives! I don’t think that’s a problem
at all – I speak with split infinitives,
and so I’m going to write with them.
I follow a lot of the lessons I was
taught in journalism about the inverted
pyramid and the lead, making a nice
little summary at the very beginning
so that a future lawyer who looks at
this opinion or the law school student
who has to read it in a casebook or the
parties involved in the lawsuit – when
they read the opinion, everyone can
read the first couple paragraphs and find

S P R I N G N EXW
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X

out a little summary of what the whole
opinion is going to say. Then at the
end I repeat the holding of the case.
I used to hate it as a young lawyer
when I would get opinions back and have
to ask, “Did I win; did I lose?” Then I flip
to the end and see. I don’t like to write an
opinion for a sound bite for the media or to
make humor. I think it is important to be
respectful of the parties because to them it
is the most important case ever.
Professor Larry Dessem just brought
by his new casebook in which he has one
of my opinions. So I started thinking,
“Oh my gosh. I hope this isn’t confusing
to future law students.” I never thought
my opinion would be in a casebook, but
that just goes to remind me that opinions
are read by everybody, even law school
students for teachable moments.

Q: WHAT’S SOMETHING THAT MOST

Veterans Clinic Symposium

PEOPLE DON’T KNOW ABOUT YOU?

While I was chief justice, I went undercover to courthouses around the state
posing as a survey taker trying to learn how
we could make the courts better for court
users. I wore tennis shoes and capris, along
with a green neon t-shirt that said, “You
Be The Judge.” It was a good experience
for me as an appellate judge, as we don’t
see the people involved with our cases. We
don’t get to look into the eyes of the people
who are affected by our decisions; we don’t
get to hear their voices. All we do is look at
words written on a screen on our iPads, so
it’s a lot more academic than it is personal.
I learned a lot from the experience. ❚

increases survival rates. But state-of-theart helmets cannot completely protect
the head or prevent closed brain injury
caused by blasts. More than 30,000
service members suffer from TBI, with an
estimated economic cost of $76.5 billion.

TRAUMATIC
BRAIN INJURY:
Lessons Learned from Our
Nation’s Athletes and Military

NOVEMBER 11, 2015

School of Law Offers New
LL.M. in American Law Program
Through its Center for the Study of
Dispute Resolution, the School of
Law has offered an LL.M. in Dispute
Resolution since 1999. To build on that
success and to respond to the growing
need and demand among foreign
attorneys for familiarity with the U.S.
legal system, the law school created an
LL.M. in American Law program.
This program will provide an introduction to the American legal system and U.S.
legal practice for attorneys who received
their first degrees in law outside the United
States. It will help prepare them for a U.S.
bar exam, for U.S. law practice or to work
with U.S. clients in their home countries
or with foreign clients doing business in
the U.S. The first group of students will
enroll this fall. After fully establishing the
program, the law school expects to enroll
12-15 new students annually.
As with the existing LL.M. in Dispute
Resolution, full-time students will
complete a 24-credit hour program in
one academic year. Three core required
classes on the U.S. legal system, Legal
Research and Writing, and Professional
Responsibility will provide foundational
skills and orient LL.M. students. Elective
classes will provide flexibility to customize
16
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and focus study in a number of fields in the
law school such as intellectual property,
commercial law, tax law and employment
law. This supports MU’s goal to “invest
in new innovative degree programs that
build on MU’s strengths,” as noted in the
university’s strategic plan.
The new program will complement the
law school’s existing programs while having no adverse impact the current degree
programs. The LL.M. in American Law
program will use staff resources already in
place for the LL.M. in Dispute Resolution.
Program students will be integrated into
the current J.D. curriculum without
requiring additional faculty resources.
The LL.M. in American Law program
will benefit domestic J.D. students in many
ways. It will bring talented international
lawyers to our campus for advanced
study and thereby enrich campus life and
strengthen cross-cultural understanding.
It will foster interaction between domestic
and international students, exposing
domestic J.D. students to international
perspectives in law and helping prepare
them to serve diverse clients in a global
economy. It will also create and strengthen
relationships with international alumni and
institutions abroad.

Kansas City Chiefs player Javon
Belcher shot and killed his girlfriend
before killing himself on December 1,
2012. CNN reported that pathology
reports found Belcher suffered from
brain disease known as chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE). CTE was found
in the brains of 87 of 91 deceased NFL
players who donated their bodies for
research, according to a study released
on September 18, 2015. This number is
consistent with earlier research results in
2014, finding 76 of 79 brains of deceased
NFL players revealed evidence of CTE.
As explained by Dr. Ann McKee, one of
the doctors involved in the studies, this is
not a matter of sensationalizing an issue
to create controversy for football fans or
the NFL, “this is a very real disease.”
CTE is caused by head trauma. It is

As Missouri becomes increasingly
diverse and our economy more globalized, attorneys practicing in Missouri
will need skill and experience with
diverse attorneys and clients and an
international perspective. Developing
a pool of LL.M. alumni working with
U.S. clients in foreign countries or with
foreign clients doing business in the
U.S. will lead to greater employment
opportunities for future J.D. students and
enhance opportunities for international
commerce within the state of Missouri.
Additional information about this
new program is available at www.law.
missouri.edu/llm. Questions or comments
should be directed to Paul Ladehoff at
573-884-7813 or ladehoffp@missouri.edu,
or Karen Neylon at 573-882-2020 or
neylonk@missouri.edu. ❚
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On May 19, 2005, the New England
Journal of Medicine published Dr. Susan
Okie’s article, “Traumatic Brain Injury in
the War Zone,” which reported on the case
of Sgt. David Emme, who was severely
brain-injured by an improvised explosive
device (IED) while part of a convoy transporting Iraqi volunteers for military training. Knocked unconscious, temporarily
blinded and unable to hear in his left ear,
Sgt. Emme regained consciousness 10 days
later in the neuroscience unit of Walter
Reed National Military Medical Center.
He was unable to speak. After five months
of extensive therapy, Sgt. Emme regained
most of his vision, but was still struggling
with verbal communication, reasoning,
memory and problem-solving.
Sgt. Emme was one of 450 service
members treated at Walter Reed from
2003 to 2005 for traumatic brain injury
(TBI). Many of these cases – 56 percent
– were considered “severe.” The numbers
reflect the reality of today’s modern wars.
Unlike the casualties of war suffered long
ago, when soldiers with brain trauma died
from their injuries, the use of Kevlar body
armor and helmets in today’s conflicts
law.missouri.edu

progressive and degenerative, marked
by depression, anger, disorientation,
memory loss and suicidal ideation. CTE
is definitively diagnosed only after death.
According to the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs, “TBI may happen from
a blow or jolt to the head or an object
penetrating the brain. When the brain
is injured, the person can experience a
change in consciousness that can range
from becoming disoriented and confused
to slipping into a coma.” Evidence of CTE
has been found in the brains of veterans,
just as it has been found in NFL players.
To be sure, there is an overlap between
injuries observed in our nation’s athletes
and in our nation’s service members
returning from recent conflicts. The
Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA),
in conjunction with Boston University,
is carefully studying brain injury. In fact,
DVA maintains the brain repository in
Bedford, Mass., from which many of the
studies discussed here emanante.
On November 11, 2015, the Veterans
Clinic at the School of Law presented its
second annual symposium focusing on
the legal and practical issues arising from
traumatic brain injury, a very real concern
for athletes and our military. ❚

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
THE AFTERMATH OF TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
IN THE WAR ZONE
Dr. Susan Okie
Former Medical Reporter and National
Science Editor
The Washington Post
THE HISTORY OF TBI CLAIMS IN VA DISABILITY
COMPENSATION CASES
Amy Odom
National Litigation Director
National Veterans Legal Services Program
LIVING WITH CHANGED LIVES
Alex Pracht
with a few words from his mother, Pat Pracht
Retired U.S. Army, OEF (2008-2009)
Client, School of Law Veterans Clinic
Shawn Lee, ’15
Veteran, 101st Airborne
Attorney, Law Office of Shawn Lee
Moderator: Eric Hart
Associate Clinical Professor
University of Missouri Department of
Health Psychology
LIVING THROUGH THE LEAGUE OF DENIAL: AN
ATHLETE, AN ATTORNEY & AN ASTUTE PROFESSOR
Paul Anderson
Attorney, The Klamann Law Firm
Creator, NFLConcussionLitigation.com
Marvin Washington
Retired NFL Player
Member of the 1998 Denver Broncos
Super Bowl Team
Douglas E. Abrams
Associate Professor of Law
School of Law
Moderator: Justin Trueblood
Third-Year Student at the School of Law
President, Mizzou Law Sports Society
CONTEMPORARY GAME DAY PREVENTION:
PERSPECTIVES FROM THE TRAINER AND
THE PLAYER
Rex Sharp
Associate Athletic Director for Sports
Management
University of Missouri Department of
Athletics
Michael Sam
Defensive Lineman, University of Missouri
Football (2009-2013)
7th Round Selection, 2014 NFL Draft
CALL TO ACTION FOR ATTORNEYS
ACCREDITATION CLE AND THE ABCS
OF A VA DISABILITY CLAIM
Angela Drake
Director of the School of Law Veterans
Clinic and Instructor
HOW TO APPEAL A DENIAL
David Myers
Director of Case Evaluation and Placement
Veterans Consortium Pro Bono Program
WHAT TO ARGUE WHEN YOU APPEAL
Amy Odom
National Litigation Director
National Veterans Legal Services Program
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Student News
Board of Advocates
Mizzou Law Teams
Succeed in Competitions
Mock Trial Team
This spring, a team advanced to the National Trial Competition,
sponsored by the Texas Young Lawyers Association, in Dallas,
Texas. The top two teams from each regional competition
advance to nationals. Third-year students Ben Marble, Kayla
Meine and Kayla Kemp won the regional competition hosted at
the University of Missouri-Kansas City.
The School of Law sponsored two teams at the regional
competition. Other team members included 3L Cody Holt, 3L
Derek Spencer, 1L Cory Garr and 1L Alana Caruso (alternate).

Arbitration Team

Attorney General’s Cup Mock Trial Team

Last fall both arbitration teams competed against each other in the
arbitration regional competition, with Team Black placing first
and Team Gold placing second. The teams’ success at regionals
allowed both teams to compete at the national American Bar
Association competition in January. Team Black advanced
to the national semifinal round, and Team Gold placed sixth in
the nation.
Team Black: 3L Kayla Meine, 3L Aaron Wynn,
2L Aaron Snipes, 2L Abigail Thomas and 1L John Brooks
(alternate)
Team Gold: 2L Miles Figg, 3L Matt Cecil, 2L Courtney
Lauer-Myers, 1L Ben Kweskin and 1L Kevin Buchanan
(alternate)

The School of Law won the Attorney General’s Cup tournament last fall. Mizzou
sent two teams to compete against other law schools in Missouri. The winning
team included members: 1L Cory Garr, 3L Joel Ritchie and 3L Derek Spencer.
The Attorney General’s Cup was created in 2010 by the Missouri Attorney
General to provide trial advocacy competition among students from Missouri’s
four law schools.

The Attorney General’s Cup
team was coached by Ryan
Redmon and Emily Ottenson
(l-r): coach Ryan Redmon,
3L Kayla Jackson-Williams,
1L Cory Garr, 3L Joel Ritchie,
3L Derek Spencer, 3L Cody
Holt, 2L Tamar Hodges and
coach Emily Ottenson

Women’s Law Association
Last October, the Women’s Law Association (WLA) hosted its inaugural Pink Out
Day for breast cancer awareness. Students were encouraged to dress from head-to-toe
in their best pink clothes to show their support in the fight for a cure. WLA members
also held a bake sale to raise money for the Breast Cancer Research Fund. Overall,
the event was a rousing success, with $300 being raised in one day and a majority of
the faculty and students participating. WLA hopes to make this an annual event and
increase the donations received in the coming years. Mizzou Law students’ solidarity
for breast cancer awareness was truly an inspiring site to see, and the color pink has
never looked so good as it did on our Tigers! ❚

Team Black (l-r): 3L Kayla Meine, 3L Ben Marble and 3L Kayla Kemp
Team Black at the national competition (l-r): 1L John Brooks, 3L Kayla Meine,
3L Aaron Wynn, 2L Abigail Thomas and 2L Aaron Snipes

Team Black and Team Gold (l-r): 3L Cody Holt, 3L Kayla Kemp, 1L Cory Garr, 3L Kayla
Meine, 3L Ben Marble, 1L Alana Caruso, 3L Derek Spencer and coach Ryan Redmon
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Team Black and Team Gold competed against each other at the regional competition
(l-r): 1L Kevin Buchanan, 2L Miles Figg, 3L Matt Cecil, 2L Courtney Lauer-Myers,
1L Ben Kweskin, 2L Abigail Thomas, 3L Aaron Wynn, 3L Kayla Meine, 2L Aaron Snipes
and 1L John Brooks
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Constitutional
Litigation Students
Visit Washington, D.C.
In November, Professor Erin Morrow
Hawley and her Constitutional Litigation
students traveled to Washington, D.C., to
enrich traditional classroom learning with
real-world experience.
According to Hawley, the highlight of the
trip was a visit to the Supreme Court of the
United States, where the students heard oral
argument in Luis v. United States. They were
also able to meet Chief Justice John Roberts,
for whom Hawley clerked, for nearly an hour,
during which time he generously answered
their law-related questions.
The students also visited the U.S.
Department of Justice, the U.S. Capitol and
the Kennedy Center, and had free time to visit
landmarks such as the Library of Congress, the
National Archives and the Smithsonian.
This trip was funded by a generous alumnus
of the law school, who wanted to provide
students with a life-changing experience. He
says, “This is clearly one time when a modest
amount of money is paying huge dividends. I
wish all contributions paid off so handsomely.”
This event marked a first trip to the nation’s
capital for third-year student Suzie Specker.
“I’ll never forget sitting mere feet away
from the justices whom we read so much about
in law school,” Specker says. “They really take
on a sort of celebrity status to us law students,
and it was surreal being in the same room with
them as they tested the advocates’ theories
during oral argument. Our trip and, especially,
our visit to the Supreme Court, really brought
to life so much of what I’ve learned in law
school, and I can’t think of a more inspiring
experience for a law student.” ❚
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Information about Advancement
mulawdevelopment@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-4374
law.missouri.edu/alumni
Lisa Eimers

Robin Stoermer

Dynamic Duo:
Deans Leaving
Law Legacy

Advancement
With technology comes lots of
instant gratification. You only have
to wait a moment – literally – to
“get something back.” While I’m not
discouraging you from checking out
the School of Law’s Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn or Instagram pages, most
of us would agree that there’s nothing
like face-to-face contact. Personal
engagement elicits a laugh, a memory,
an agreement or maybe a plan. Whatever
it is, there’s a deeper connection when
it’s created between people in real time.
To this end, I submit to you the
challenge and enjoyment of engaging –
in person – with the law school; there are
wonderful opportunities to reconnect with
the law school through your classmates,
colleagues, faculty and friends. You can
do so in your hometown (when faculty
or administrators visit, or for an alumni
event) or you can do so on a law-based
alumni trip (Supreme Court swearing-in,
exchange program, or away football
games, for example), and you can do so
here on campus for a wide range of events
(speakers, colloquia, Law Day, tailgates,
Law Society, teaching, for example). I’ve
enclosed a few examples from this past
fall, when alumni chose to come back and
enjoy some of the “instant” gratification
that comes with being together.
We hope to see you soon.

by James O. Preston, senior director of advancement,
University of Missouri Gift Planning and Endowments
The law careers of Cathy J. Dean, ’82, and her late husband,
Kenneth Preston Dean, ’71, spanned four decades, leaving a
lasting mark on the Kansas City and Midwest legal landscape.
Neither could have predicted their success or, for Cathy,
whether becoming an attorney would ever happen. Cathy said
she did not know why her husband, who preferred to be called
Preston, decided on a law career. She said, “He seemed to
always know that’s what he wanted. Preston would tell people
he ended up a lawyer because he couldn’t be a cowboy and
his father said he couldn’t be a fireman because he didn’t get
dressed fast enough.”
For Cathy, the decision wasn’t as easy. She taught school
early in their marriage while Preston finished law school and
started practicing law. Cathy said that Preston finally tired of
her constant complaining about poor teacher pay. She said,
“One day he brought home a book on preparing for the Law
School Admission Test and said, either go to law school or stop
complaining.” She went to law school.

Dynamic Duo
The two met at a mid-Missouri church camp when they were
children. Cathy grew up in Fulton, Mo., and Preston was from
Mexico, Mo. The duo dated a few times in high school, then
reconnected at MU. They married in August 1970, after she
graduated from MU.
Cathy taught school in Fulton, then in Jefferson City, Mo.,
where they lived when she started law school. Meanwhile,
Preston joined the Missouri Attorney General’s Office,
serving under Attorneys General John Danforth and John
Ashcroft. He headed the Criminal Division under Danforth
and was the First Assistant Attorney General with Ashcroft.
In 1982 when Cathy graduated from law school they
moved to Kansas City, where Preston became general counsel
for the Missouri Public Service Company and Cathy became
law clerk for the late U.S. District Judge D. Brook Bartlett.
In 1985, Cathy was recruited by Paul Vardeman to join the
Polsinelli law firm. Vardeman taught her to try lawsuits. Later
she headed the Polsinelli litigation department. She retired
in 2013. Throughout her career, Cathy received recognition
for her achievements, such as The Missouri Bar Purcell
Professionalism Award, at one point receiving consideration
for a federal judgeship.
After his general counsel work and a stint with a private
firm, Preston became an assistant U.S. attorney for the Western
District of Missouri. In 1989, he was appointed as a judge

Warmly,

Lisa Eimers
Director of Advancement

Make a gift online...
No need to use a stamp and an envelope!

donatetomu.missouri.edu
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to the circuit court of Jackson County, Mo., serving until
retirement in 2006. Preston passed away in 2011.
When asked to comment on how she wants people
to remember Preston, she said, “He was a teacher. After
his death, many lawyers and judges told me stories of the
things they learned from him.” She recalled that U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas once worked
for Preston, that Preston was Thomas’ first boss and
that Thomas spoke of Preston’s influence on him.
Cathy noted that his friends and colleagues spoke of
Preston’s wonderful dry sense of humor. They also valued
his impartiality and fairness. When some were quick to judge,
before hearing all of the facts, he would remind them, “There
was never a pancake so thin that it didn’t have two sides.”

Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas visiting with Cathy and Kenneth Preston Dean:
The Deans’ career left its mark on the legal profession and many people along the way.
Preston Dean hired Thomas as an assistant to Missouri Attorney General John Ashcroft.

Law Legacy
The Deans established the Preston and Cathy Dean Scholarship
Endowment Fund in 2003.
When asked what motivated them to set up their endowment, Cathy said, “People helped us receive our education.
We wanted to help others.”
Preston’s grandparents founded the Dean Drugstore in
Mexico, which his father and namesake, Kenneth Preston
Dean, took over. When the younger Dean was 16, his father
was killed in an armed robbery at the drugstore. His mother,
Mildred, continued to work at the drugstore and later worked
at a radio station putting Preston and his younger sister, Jayne,
through college. A scholarship allowed Preston to continue
into law school.
Cathy said, “When the law school dean sent Preston the
notice of his scholarship, funded by a Missouri law firm, the
dean encouraged Preston to do the same for others someday.”
Preston felt lucky to have received an excellent education, which
allowed him a wonderful career and the ability to help others.
Cathy’s reasons are even more personal. Early in her
teaching career, Cathy asked another teacher who did not have
children, “What will we do if we do not have children?” Her
answer has become Cathy’s motto: “We encourage those who
do.” Cathy said, “For me, establishing the endowment is one
way of fulfilling my motto. Preston would agree with that.” ❚
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Center for the Study of
Dispute Resolution Symposium

TE
T
BEYOND THE FAA:
Gift Establishes
Annual Media Ethics
and Law Symposium
The School of Law is pleased to announce
a gift from Price A. Sloan, ’88, and his
wife, Carolyn, who is a 1990 graduate of
the University of Virginia School of Law, to
establish the Price Sloan Symposium on Media
Ethics and Law. In general, the symposium
will focus on a topic related to the areas of free
speech/free press, media ethics and practice,
entertainment law and constitutional law.
Plans are underway for the first symposium,
organized by Dean Myers and Dean David
Kurpius of the Missouri School of Journalism.
This event, scheduled to be held this fall,
will focus on free speech and free press issues
related to university campuses, including best
practices of journalism in this area.
“The Sloan gift will provide a tremendous
legacy for the University of Missouri,
supporting major events focused on relevant
issues of media and law,” Myers explains.
“Free speech and press, along with academic
freedom, are fundamental tenets supporting
self-governance and intellectual inquiry.
Having a regular symposium on this topic
will help to enrich the conversation for
decades to come.” ❚

ARBITRATION PROCEDURE,
PRACTICE,
B o o AND
y,·· POLICY
II .
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
November 13, 2015

During his time on campus, Ashcroft visited with several members of the Mizzou family, including (l-r):
Brady J. Deaton, executive director of The Brady and Anne Deaton Institute for University Leadership in
International Development and chancellor emeritus at MU; Sam F. Hamra, ’59; Michael A. Middleton,
’71, interim president of the University of Missouri System; Ashcroft; Dean Gary Myers; and James M.
Niemann, ’93, director of the School of Law’s Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic.

Former Governor, U.S. Attorney
General Speaks at School of Law
Former Missouri governor and former U.S. attorney general John Ashcroft
visited the law school on September 14 to present a lecture, “Liberty and
Democracy.” He was introduced by Sam F. Hamra, ’59, and accepted
questions from law students following his presentation.
Ashcroft served as U.S. attorney general from 2001 to 2005, following
six years as a U.S. senator from Missouri. Previously he was attorney general
of Missouri, followed by two terms as governor of Missouri.
Ashcroft currently serves as founder and chairman of TAG Holdings and
The Ashcroft Law Firm in Arlington, Va. ❚

The Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), enacted in 1925, provides a framework for
how we think about and practice arbitration in the United States today. Yet, the
FAA is relatively new on the horizon, historically speaking. Prior to the American
Revolution, arbitration flourished not only in England, but also in the English
colonies in North America, where customary English arbitration practice and
procedure were adapted to local circumstances. Following the American Revolution,
new American state legislatures passed arbitration statutes that often encouraged
arbitration as a matter of public policy, while also codifying the procedures for
its practice. Yet, these state statutes did not eliminate the customary systems of
arbitration already in use. Neither did they replace arbitration as it was practiced
by distinct groups, such as religious communities. As a result, disputants wishing
to utilize arbitration could choose from a diverse array of arbitration procedures.
The purpose of the symposium was to explore the broader histories of arbitration
in America, considering not only what arbitration procedure, practice and policy
looked like in early America (and in the earlier legal, cultural or religious systems
from which American arbitration was adopted), but also how those broader
histories might contribute to important discussions and developments in arbitration
procedure, practice and policy today. The main program included a distinguished
set of historians and legal scholars, with a keynote address by James C. Oldham,
St. Thomas More Professor of Law and Legal History at Georgetown University
Law Center and past president of the National Academy of Arbitrators. Papers
from the symposium will be published in the Journal of Dispute Resolution, the
flagship journal of law school’s Center for the Study of Dispute Resolution.

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
The Historically Shifting
Sands of Reasons to Arbitrate
James Oldham
St. Thomas More Professor of Law and
Legal History
Georgetown University Law Center
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Panel I Earlier Histories: Arbitration in
England and Early America

•

“For eschewing of trouble and
exorbitant expense”: Arbitration in
the Early Modern British Isles
Margo Todd
Walter H. Annenberg Professor of
History
University of Pennsylvania

Arbitration and Elite Honour in
Elizabethan England: A Case
Study of Bess Hardwick
Francis Calvert Boorman
Independent Scholar and Researcher for
the Archives of Arbitration Project
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies
School of Advanced Study
University of London, England

A Variety of State-Level Policies,
Practices, and Procedures:
Arbitration in Early America
Carli N. Conklin
Associate Professor of Law
School of Law

Ancient and Comely Order:
A History of Quaker Arbitration
and Its Implications for Modern
Commercial Dispute Resolution
F. Peter Phillips
Director, Alternative Dispute Resolution
Skills Program, and Adjunct Professor
New York Law School
Business Conflict Management, LLC
(Montclair, N.J.)

Panel II Later Histories: New
Perspectives on Current Debates
Examining the Federal Arbitration
Act Through the Lens of History
Imre Szalai
Associate Professor of Law
Loyola University New Orleans College
of Law

Why Informalism? Lessons
from the History of the Federal
Arbitration Act
Hiro Aragaki
Associate Professor of Law
Loyola Law School, Los Angeles

The History of Securities
Arbitration
Jill I. Gross
Professor of Law
Pace Law School
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Information about Admissions & Financial Aid
mulawadmissions@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-6042
law.missouri.edu/admissions
Michelle Heck

Cara Stuckel

Jeff Turnbull

Admissions &
Financial Aid
The Changing Face of
Law School Admissions
by Michelle Heck, director of admissions and
financial aid
Over the past ten years, law school admissions has gone
through significant change on a national scale. Now
applicants apply to more and more schools as well as
research each school in depth. Applicants are looking
at scholarships, career placement data, bar passage rates,
concentrations, specific course offerings, academic
prestige and so much more. Each of our applicants is an
educated consumer seeking to get the most benefit for
the least cost.
In response to this, our admissions office works hard
to ensure that applicants know about all of the great
things Mizzou Law has to offer. Our team meets with
prospective applicants and encourages them to make
a visit to Columbia and to campus. We are confident
that if they visit Mizzou Law, they will see firsthand the
relationships and program offerings that make our school
so special. In-person visits by prospective students and
their families are very important to our office, ensuring
that we show each of them how special they are to this
school and why Mizzou Law is a great place for them to
continue their education.
Once we finish the recruiting cycle with new student
orientation in August, we will be back out on the road
meeting with prospective students and spreading the
word about Mizzou Law. If you know of a student
interested in Mizzou Law, please do not hesitate to let
our admissions team know!

Meet the 1Ls

Valencia Clemons-Bush

John McCaskill

Hometown:

Atlanta, Georgia
Degree:

BA in Political Science,
Spelman College

Degree:
BA in English and Criminal
Justice, Rockhurst University

Degrees: BA in Criminology,
Drury University, and
MS in Criminology from
Missouri State University

What prompted your interest in law school?

What prompted your interest in law school?

I’ve always been interested in law school. When I took criminal
justice courses in undergrad I knew being a lawyer was what I
wanted to do.

After working as a paralegal for a number of incredible attorneys,
I learned that it was possible to pursue a career in the legal field
while also maintaining a healthy, happy lifestyle, something that
wasn’t always obvious to me. These same attorneys inspired me to
shoot for the stars and follow my dream of becoming an attorney.

What is your favorite thing about law school so far?

What is your favorite thing about law school so far?

It’s truly an extended family for me. People care about one
another. While academics are really important to the professors
and students, just being good people is important too. This helps
to produce good lawyers, good advocates, good men and women
as a whole. It’s a holistic approach to creating an advocate.

The professors are fantastic. Extremely well-educated, friendly,
and all of them care about the students and helping you succeed.

What is your favorite spot in Columbia?

If you were recruiting a student to come to law
school, what would you tell them about Mizzou?

If you were recruiting a student to come to law
school, what would you tell them about Mizzou?

In my experience, you can go anywhere and go to any law school
and get a legal education. But you can’t go to any law school and
become a good and evolved attorney. I think you find that here in
this little gem!

What are your plans for the summer?

Why did you choose Mizzou Law?
From the moment I stepped in the building, everyone was
so friendly. I sat in on a class and really enjoyed myself. The
environment here is wonderful and I immediately felt at home.

I love spending warm Saturdays hiking at Rock Bridge Memorial
Park, only a couple minutes from campus!

Mizzou is the one of the best values for law school and you have
plenty of job opportunities and career paths to choose from. The
faculty is fantastic and you also get to enjoy all that the university
has to offer.

If you had a free weekend to do whatever
you wanted, what would you do?
I would travel. I love road trips and traveling across or even out
of the country. Just around Columbia there are many lakes, parks
and awesome destinations to see!

My grandmother. She would disagree, but she is the strongest
woman I know. I want to be like her and I’ve heard I am like her
in a lot of ways.

Spring 2016

Hometown:
Camdenton, Missouri

Missouri was a second home for me. I graduated from high
school here. I applied and came to visit. I was really nervous
once I got to Columbia because I flew into the Columbia airport
and it was so different than my home of Atlanta and the airport
I just left. But I came, had my tour, visited, talked to [Director
of Admissions] Michelle Heck, talked to admissions ambassador
Nikki Clark and just felt at home in the close-knit environment.
Just the small environment that reminded me of undergrad.

Who do you look up to most and why?

Transcript

Hometown:
Springfield, Missouri

Why did you choose Mizzou Law?

I will be an in-house legal intern in St. Louis. I’m excited.
I’ve done the law firm thing before and I’m excited to try
something new.
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What do you do to cope with the stress of
law school?
Honestly, as weird as it sounds, I unwind after a hard day at
school by cleaning my house! For some reason, the mundane
routine of vacuuming and doing laundry helps because it gives
me a chance to just turn my brain off for a while. And if that does
not work, there is always wine and chocolate!

What is your favorite spot in Columbia?
When we relocated to Columbia from Salt Lake City, Utah, my
husband and I were very fortunate to find a home right across the
street from a park. It has a great nature trail where I can walk my
two dogs when I need a break from studying.

If you were recruiting a student to come to law
school, what would you tell them about Mizzou?
If you are looking for a law school where you will not only
receive a fantastic legal education, but also become part of an
amazing family, I strongly suggest checking out Mizzou Law!

If you could change one thing about the law school,
what would it be?
I honestly do not think I would change anything. I have really
enjoyed my experience at Mizzou Law so far and would not trade
it for the world. But, my one tiny suggestion would be to put a
coffee cart in the law school, it would definitely get a lot of love
from sleepy law students! ❚
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Information about the Center for the Study of Dispute Resolution
mulawcdr@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-5969
law.missouri.edu/csdr
Laura Coleman

Rafael Gely

Jim Levin

Mary Beck

Center for the Study of Dispute Resolution
Whistling While
We Work!
by Rafael Gely, director of the Center
for the Study of Dispute Resolution
and James E. Campbell Missouri
Endowed Professor of Law
The 2015-16 academic year has been a busy
time at the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution (CSDR). As we have done for
more than 30 years, we continue to teach
and write in the field of dispute resolution,
as well as to support through our service
the law school, the university and the
community. But even as we continue to
do what we usually do, we are constantly
looking for new opportunities to advance
the field of dispute resolution. We briefly
want to tell you about a few of the new
and creative programs we are pursuing.

A Different Kind of
Symposium
As our readers know, every year since
1999 the CSDR has sponsored an annual
symposium on topics related to dispute
resolution. The symposium has been an
incredible opportunity to bring to our
midst top dispute resolution academics
and practitioners.
We are particularly excited about next
year’s program, “Moving Negotiation
Theory from the Tower of Babel toward a
World of Mutual Understanding,” which
is being organized by Professor John
Lande. He promises it to be a different
kind of program from beginning to
end. While hosted here at the School of
Law, the symposium is being organized
with the assistance of three leading
scholars in the field of negotiation: Noam
Ebner, Creighton University; Andrea
Schneider, Marquette University and Chris
Honeyman, Convenor managing partner.
Unlike the traditional format where
participants prepare presentations on
their own and then meet at the event,
26
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participants will interact before the
symposium by developing a reading list
that will serve as the basis of a shared
knowledge base for the symposium.
The program will also be unusual
in that participants will not present
prepared papers but will give short
presentations of their ideas and interact
with each other and the audience to
develop their ideas. Throughout the
conference participants will continue
this conversation with the goal of
developing ideas for articles which they
will write for the published symposium
in the Journal of Dispute Resolution.
Finally, we anticipate that the video
of the program will be live-streamed and
subsequently posted on the internet. We
hope that coupled with the reading list
publicized in advance, the video could
be the basis of a mini-course available
throughout the world with an outstanding,
multidisciplinary faculty.
This promises to be an exciting event
and we hope you consider joining us on
Friday, October 7.

“Let ’Em Write”
Anyone who knows Professor S.I. Strong
knows that she likes to write. Her extensive
list of publications is truly remarkable and
hard to match. What people might not
know is that Professor Strong also likes to
make others write – or at least, likes to give
others the opportunity to write.
A couple of years back, Professor Strong
noticed that the various symposia and
conferences that we were hosting at the
School of Law provided an opportunity
not only for scholars and practitioners to
present their work, but also an opportunity
for students to write. She suggested that we
consider sponsoring a writing competition
in conjunction with the various symposia.
Her idea resonated with all of us, and
since then, and under Professor Strong’s
leadership, we have sponsored three very
successful writing competitions.

Monique Prince

Information about the
Family Violence Clinic
beckm@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-7872
law.missouri.edu/fvc

Family Violence Clinic

Writing competitions have been held
in conjunction with the last two CSDR
symposia on the topics of “Judicial
Education and the Art of Judging: From
Myth to Methodology” (2014) and
“Beyond the FAA: Arbitration Procedure,
Practice, and Policy in Historical
Perspective” (2015). These have attracted
submissions from all around the U.S.
and abroad. Winning selections include
submissions from U.C. Hastings College of
Law, The Ohio State University, Charlotte
Law School, the University of Toronto and
from Mizzou Law.
A particularly meaningful competition
was the one Professor Strong organized
in conjunction with the 2015 Missouri
Law Review Symposium. That year’s
symposium, “Policing, Protesting, and
Perceptions: A Critical Examination of
the Events in Ferguson,” was organized
as a collective response to the events that
occurred the year before in Ferguson, Mo.
The call for papers invited submissions
addressing events such as those that
occurred in Ferguson from a dispute or
conflict resolution perspective.

Understanding Journalists
Understanding Arbitration
In collaboration with the National
Academy of Arbitrators (NAA), we are
delighted to announce the launch of
ArbitrationInfo.com. Leaders of the NAA,
founded in 1947 as a nonprofit honorary
and professional organization of arbitrators
in the United States and Canada, have been
concerned for years about the manner in
which labor arbitration and the arbitration
process were portrayed in the media.
With the expansion of the use of
arbitration outside the labor area,
particularly in consumer and employment
disputes, negative descriptions of the
process in the media had reached an
alarming level. While some of the criticism
in these other areas was, and continues
to be, justified, the NAA feared that such
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criticism could have a delegitimizing effect
with regard to labor arbitration. In 2014,
and through the initiative of Assistant
Dean Bob Bailey, ’79, who is an active
member and officer of the NAA, we began
conversations about ways to address the
NAA’s concerns. Our initial conversations
led us to believe that in part some of the
press that arbitration was receiving was due
to misunderstandings and misinformation
about the different contexts in which
arbitration was used and the various types
of arbitration.
The website addresses these concerns
by providing the public, professionals and
the media with a neutral, noncommercial
and comprehensive source of information
about arbitration. It includes an Arbitration
101 page, which serves as a primer on the
arbitration process. In addition, the site
features a list of contacts who are available
to talk to members of the media about
arbitration. The website is managed by
an editorial board composed of members
of the NAA and faculty at the CSDR.
Students at the School of Law have the
opportunity to develop content for and
help maintain the website, in collaboration
with distinguished members of the NAA.
Unlike other arbitration-related websites,
ArbitrationInfo.com doesn’t generate or
funnel business to a particular arbitrator or
an arbitration practice group. ❚

The Advocacy, Family Violence and
Public Policy Seminar students have
recently published the following articles
in academic journals:
■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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“Save the Children: The Eighth
Circuit Correctly Applies the Grave
Risk Defense in Acosta v. Acosta,”
29 Emory International Law Review
2113 (2015)
Liz LaFoe, ’15
“For the Love of Dogs: Why Every
State Should Include Pets in Civil
Protection Orders,” 9 Journal of Law
and Social Deviance 1 (2015)
Sophie B. Mashburn, 3L
“To Seek Justice: Why Missouri’s
Amendment Allowing Propensity
Evidence is a Step Forward,” The
Journal of Law and Social Deviance
(in press)
Ryan T. Nely, 3L
“Equitable Tolling Denied:
Uniform Standard Breaks Abuser’s
Control Within Domestic
Violence,” The Modern American,
American University’s scholarly
publication dedicated to diversity
and the law (in press)
Laura E. Petkovich, ’15
“Paving the Way to Better
Protection: Matter of A-R-C-G-,”
24:2 Texas Journal of Women and the
Law 151 (2015)
Kristen Shively Johnson, ’15
“Proposal for the State of Missouri
to Adopt an ‘Anti-Shackling’ Law
for Pregnant Inmates,” 5 Thurgood
Marshall School of Law Journal on
Gender, Race, and Justice 174 (2015)
Adrienne A. Spiller, 3L
“Gender Diversity in the NFL: The
Importance of Female Leadership
in a Historically Male Dominated
Organization” Willamette Sports Law
Journal (Spring 2016, in press)
Devon Vincent, ’15

THIRD-YEAR STUDENT Adrienne A.
Spiller and second-year students Britteny D.
Pfleger and M. Katherine Kerbs developed
a bill from their seminar papers which Sen.
Jamilah Nasheed of Missouri’s Fifth District
filed as Senate Bill 977 and Rep. Jeanne
Kirkton of Missouri’s 91st District filed as
House Bill 2552. In the Senate committee
hearing, pro-life and pro-choice groups;
the American Civil Liberties Union;
Planned Parenthood’s lobbyist, Sarah E.
Felts, ’12; and the three student authors
all testified in support of SB 977. This
unusual coalition of often adversarial groups
prompted congratulations to Sen. Nasheed
from her colleagues in the hearing.
The bill governs the use of restraints
“on children under the age of 17 during
court proceedings” and “on offenders
during the second and third trimesters of
pregnancy and for 48 hours after delivery.”
FAMILY V IOLENCE CLINIC students
continue to represent victims of abuse in
45 Missouri counties in civil protective
order hearings and to represent parents
in special needs adoptions and stand-by
guardianships under a law written by
previous clinic students.
Professor Mary Beck, director of the
Family Violence Clinic, plans to enter
semi-retirement in September, which has
prompted a search for permanent funding
to insure the long term future of the
clinic. This funding opportunity is both
unique – to name the clinic in honor of
one’s family – and urgent, as the time is
limited in which to invest in a faculty chair
or professorship to inspire and guarantee
the social justice mission of the family
violence program for generations to come.
Those interested in considering permanent
funding for the clinic should contact:
Professor Mary Beck
✆ 573-882-7872
beckm@missouri.edu
Lisa Eimers, director of advancement
✆ 573-882-3052
eimersl@missouri.edu
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Information about Career Development
mulawcareers@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-7386
law.missouri.edu/careers
Jennifer Riedy Clark Lesley Clark

Information about the Veterans Clinic
mulawvetclinic@missouri.edu
✆ 573-882-7630
law.missouri.edu/jd/skills/veterans-clinic

Lisa Key

Angela Drake

Office of Career Development
& Student Services
by Jennifer Riedy Clark, director of
public interest programs
Dean Lisa Key and Jennifer Riedy Clark
traveled with 15 students to Chicago in
February to engage in networking and
interviews, and to attend the Midwest
Public Interest Law Career Conference,
held annually at Northwestern Law School.
For the past several years, we have arranged
a trip to Chicago for students who are
interested in practicing in Chicago or who
are interested in gaining experience in the
field of public interest law. Students are
able to network with the many Mizzou
Law alumni in the Chicago area and to
interview for employment. While the trip
was held the first weekend of February,
we were greeted with wonderful weather
– 45 degrees and sunny in Chicago, in
February, is nothing to balk at.
Upon arrival in the Windy City, the
students were feted with a reception hosted
at the home of Rhonda C. Thomas,
’73, now a partner at Thompson Coburn’s
Chicago office. As is typical with our
alumni, she opened her home to our
students and spoke with them for hours
about their individual career paths and what
she could do to help. She spoke of how her
career in public interest law led her to her
current expertise in public financing. And,
as an added bonus, the view of Navy Pier
from her balcony wasn’t half bad.
Friday began a whirlwind of meetings
and networking opportunities. The day
started at the U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois. The students
watched a criminal jury trial where a
doctor was accused of taking kickbacks
from a hospital. Next, they had the
opportunity to speak with the Honorable
Sara L. Ellis in her chambers, where
she spoke of her path to the bench and
cautioned the students about the need for
civility upon joining the bar.
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After a short lunch
break, the students visited
with Katherine Shank,
director of the Volunteer
Services Unit at the Legal
Assistance Foundation
of Chicago (LAF). LAF
is the largest civil legal
aid organization in Cook
County, Ill., and is the
only organization in Cook
County that receives
funding from the Legal
Services Corporation.
Not only did the students
learn the many areas of
practice that LAF engages in, but just how
many clients their organization represents.
A short walk then led us to the Law
Office of the Cook County Public
Defender, the largest “law firm” in
Cook County, where we spoke with
a multitude of attorneys who had
collectively practiced with the office for
more than 100 years. The students learned
of the immediate trial experience they
would gain if they began their careers as
public defenders, and also the good they
would do by ensuring that defendants’
constitutional rights were upheld.
We then ventured to Katten, Muchin,
Rosenman LLP, where the students met
with Nineveh Alkhas, ’05, and other
members of the firm. Not only did the
firm provide a much needed snack during a
long day of site visits, but the attorneys also
took time out of their busy schedules to
explain the type of work the firm does and
provide advice on how the students can
break into the Chicago legal community.
We finished the day at the home of
Douglas L. McHoney, ’99, a partner
at PriceWaterhouseCoopers, where he
held a cocktail reception for the students
and Chicago-area Mizzou Law alumni.
Alumni and friends in attendance

Amy King

Veterans Clinic
by Angela Drake, director of the
Veterans Clinic and instructor

were: Nineveh Alkhas, ’05; D. Matt
Feldhaus, ’09; Jordan T. Hoffman,
’87; Suzanne H. Johnson, ’00;
Lana C. Johnson, ’85; Terry MacCarthy;
John E. Truty, ’99; Ryan M. Turley,
’08; and Shea D. Welch, ’98. This
reception allowed the students to begin to
build their network of contacts in Chicago,
and brought the Mizzou Law community
together for an evening of fun. Guests were
treated to delicious food, fine drinks and a
beautiful view of the Chicago skyline.
On Saturday, the Midwest Public
Interest Law Career Conference was held.
Students had the opportunity to interview
with more than 40 public interest
employers for jobs and engage in a “tabletalk” networking event. This annual
conference invites students attending
law schools in ten Midwestern states
to participate, and is organized by the
Chicago Area Law School Consortium as a
way to encourage more students to practice
in this much needed area.
At the heart of this trip’s success is the
rich network of Mizzou Law alumni. We
are truly fortunate that our alumni are so
generous and willing to share their homes,
their time and their expertise. We look
forward to returning next year. ❚
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The School of Law’s Veterans Clinic
delivered positive results for many of
its veterans last year. For the calendar
year ending in 2015, the clinic helped
eight veterans secure monthly VA
compensation payments ranging
from $450 to $4,100. Retro payments
ranged from $14,000 to $300,000.
Talk about changing veterans’ lives!
All of the clinic’s work is done on a pro
bono basis. It also helps veterans secure
needed independent medical opinions,
which are often the missing link in
the claim. This is valuable experiential
learning for students interested in any
type of personal injury litigation, as well
as those committed to helping veterans.
The clinic’s clients include those
who served in all periods of war – from
World War II to Afghanistan. The
clinic represents veterans who serve in
peacetime as well. Issues range from
military sexual trauma to post traumatic
stress to Gulf War Syndrome. Cases are
pending from the regional office level
all the way to the federal circuit.
The clinic is also proud of its other
special projects apart from work on
individual client files. For example, it is
currently taking the lead, on behalf of
more than a dozen law school clinical
directors, to challenge the VA’s policy
of destroying original VA paper claims
files as it moves to electronic filing.
While everyone appreciates the ease and
convenience of electronic filing, there are
legitimate concerns that the destruction of
original claims files is problematic given
that scanning is not 100 percent accurate,
and the claims files are, in fact, evidence
in an adjudicatory proceeding that cannot
be destroyed without spoliation concerns.
In response to a call from the Court of
Appeals for Veterans Claims for amicus
curiae briefing, the clinic stepped up.
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As another example of special projects,
the students are working on ethical
vignettes to present as part of the program
at the Court of Appeals for Veterans
Claims Judicial Conference. The students
prepared material relating to Model Rule
1.14 – Clients with Diminished Capacity.
It is a privilege and honor to participate in
this conference and learn important ethical
lessons along the way.
The spring 2016 class also hosted
an informational session on claims for
homeless veterans at the local shelter.
The students described the best manner
in which to assemble a complete claim,
so that the claim can be quickly granted.
The students made themselves available
after the information session, along
with the supervising attorney, for oneon-one informational sessions with
veterans. This was the clinic’s first formal
outreach to homeless veterans, though
the clinic has assisted homeless veterans
on a one-on-one basis in the past.
Plans are underway for the 2016
Veterans Day Symposium. Given the
success of the 2015 symposium on
traumatic brain injury (TBI), 2016
will bring “TBI 2.0.” ❚

Staff Notes
Robin Kristin Nichols
received her Certified
Administrative Professional designation from
the International Association of Administrative
Professionals. This is an assessment-based
professional certification. By satisfying the
requirements and passing the exam,
individuals demonstrate an established
level of knowledge in the administrative
professional field such as organizational
communication, business writing and
document production, technology and
information distribution, office and
records management, event and project
management, human resources and
financial functions. Nichols provides
administrative support for the law school.
Cara C. Stuckel will
graduate with her J.D. in
May 2016. She will sit for
the Missouri bar exam in
July and then plans to
pursue a career in
environmental law. Stuckel is the law
school’s coordinator of admissions.
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Faculty Notes
Douglas E. Abrams and his
co-authors published the
fourth edition of their
casebook, Contemporary
Family Law (West Academic),
which is used in more than
60 law schools. He and his co-authors also
published the fifth edition of Children and the
Law In a Nutshell (West Academic).
Abrams has published Effective Legal
Writing: A Guide for Students and Practitioners
(West Academic), the sixth book he has
written or co-written.
His articles about legal writing appear in
the Journal of The Missouri Bar, and other
states’ bar journals have republished several
of the articles.
Abrams spoke about sports concussions
at the law school Veterans Clinic’s symposium
on “Traumatic Brain Injury: Lessons Learned
from Our Nation’s Athletes and Military.”
He frequently discusses youth sports issues
on WFAN, New York’s leading all-sports
radio station.

Bob Bailey, ’79, continues
to serve as a vice president
of the National Academy
of Arbitrators and has
been reappointed as its
parliamentarian. He is a
commissioner on the Uniform Law Drafting
Committee on the Revised Athlete Agent Act
and the Uniform Law Drafting Committee on
Veterans Courts.
Bailey continues to serve as chair of the
mid-month MU Health Sciences Institutional
Review Board and as chair of the board of
directors of Boone County Family Resources.
Though he is semi-retired, Bailey continues
to teach his third-year seminar called Life
Skills in the fall and Arbitration in the spring,
as well as an honors class for the Kinder
Institute on Constitutional Democracy at MU.
He also continues to serve on the admissions
and appointments committees at the School
of Law.

Carli N. Conklin presented
her research on state-level
variations in arbitration
policy, practice and
procedure at two different
venues during the fall
semester. Her presentation at Texas A&M
School of Law, “Claim-Stakers, Quakers, and
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Maritime Risk-Takers: The Surprising Faces of
Arbitration in Early America,” highlighted
distinct groups that utilized arbitration in
antebellum Kentucky, New Jersey and
Massachusetts, and the policy reasons that
motivated that use.
Conklin also presented her research at the
University of Missouri School of Law’s Center
for the Study of Dispute Resolution and Journal
of Dispute Resolution’s annual symposium,
focusing not only on policy and practice, but
also on procedural variations in arbitration law
as it developed within these three states in
the antebellum period. Conklin’s article on this
topic, “A Variety of State-Level Procedures,
Practices, and Policies: Arbitration in Early
America” is forthcoming in the 2016 Journal of
Dispute Resolution’s symposium issue.

Melody Richardson Daily,
’86, and Professor Brad
Desnoyer, ’09, co-presented
“With a Little Help from Our
Friends: Recruiting Attorneys
to Read Students’ Email
Memos” at the Association of Legal Writing
Directors Conference in Memphis last June.
In October she and law librarian Resa Kerns
co-presented “Westlaw, and Lexis, and
Bloomberg! Oh My!” at the Central States
Legal Writing Conference in St. Louis.

Peter N. Davis’ annual
update to his five chapters in
Waters & Water Rights
(LexisNexis, Amy Kelley, ed.)
was published in February.
The chapters cover common
law theories in water pollution cases, drainage
law, law of flooding (including flood plain
zoning), law of wetlands preservation and
Missouri water law summary. He has been
writing these chapters since the early 1990s.

Brad Desnoyer, ’09, co-wrote
a book, How to Write Law
Exams: IRAC Perfected (West
2016) with Professor S.I.
Strong. The book provides
students with a guide to
success on law school and bar exams and
offers critiques of student-written essays. He
also served as a contributing editor on the
upcoming text ADR in Employment Law (BNA
Bloomberg).
Desnoyer advised the law school’s
arbitration teams, traveling with the teams
when they placed first and second in
the American Bar Association Regional

Competition and when they competed at
the American Bar Association National
Competition – with one team advancing to
the quarterfinals.
Along with Professor Anne Alexander,
’08, Desnoyer spoke at Central States Legal
Writing Conference about teaching students to
draft pleadings without relying on form books.
Desnoyer also presented a CLE, sponsored by
the Missouri Judicial Education Committee,
exclusively for Missouri appellate judges and
clerks, which focused on writing and grammar.

Larry Dessem serves this
year as president of the
Elwood Thomas Inn of Court
in Mid-Missouri and
continues his service as a
trustee of the American Inns
of Court Foundation in Alexandria, Va.
Dessem also serves on the planning
committee for the 2016 Annual Meeting of The
Missouri Bar and as tri-chair of the Missouri
Fellows of the American Bar Foundation.

Randy J. Diamond was a
panelist at the MU Libraries
Open Access Week 2015. He
spoke about the law school’s
Scholarship Repository
(scholarship.law.missouri.
edu), which archives faculty scholarship and
complete online collections of the school’s
three journals. The repository has had more
than 5,000 articles downloaded more than
850,000 times worldwide since its launch in
August 2013.

Martha Dragich published
“GRAS-Fed Americans:Sick
of Lax Regulation of Food
Additives,” 49 Indiana Law
Review 305-365 (2016). She
also served as a panelist on
“The Stigma of Hunger” at the Universities
Fighting World Hunger Summit held at MU
in February.
Dragich was instrumental developing the
law school’s One Read program. In partnership
with the MU Honors College, she organized the
visit of Bryan Stevenson, author of Just Mercy
and founder of the Equal Justice Initiative,
to deliver a talk, “American Injustice: Mercy,
Humanity, and Making a Difference,” in March.
Just Mercy was this year’s One Read selection
for the law school.
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Angela K. Drake participated
in the 2nd Annual National
Conference on Law Clinics
Serving Veterans in
Washington, D.C., in
November. After serving on
the planning committee for the conference,
she was a panelist on the Advanced Clinic
Management: Best Practices panel and also
served as the moderator for the Tips from the
Benches: the BVA and CAVC.
In April, Drake participated on the
ethics panel at the Court of Appeals for
Veterans Claims Judicial Conference.
Along with the directors of clinics at
Stetson University, William & Mary and
Syracuse, she presented ethical vignettes
on video tape which were researched,
filmed and directed by clinical students.

Carl H. Esbeck published an
article, “Federal Contractors,
Title VII, and LGBT
Employment Discrimination:
Can Religious Organizations
Continue to Staff on a
Religious Basis?,” in the Oxford Journal of Law
& Religion, vol. 4 p. 368.
The January issue of Vital Speeches of the
Day reprinted a public address by Esbeck. The
speech is titled “A Post-Obergefell America: Is
a Season of Legal and Civic Strife Inevitable?”
Following the U.S. Supreme Court’s same-sex
marriage decision, North Carolina enacted
legislation permitting magistrates, for reasons
of religious conscience, to decline to perform
such marriages. A federal lawsuit filed in
December challenges the new legislation. In a
blog post at Mirror of Justice (mirrorofjustice.
blogs.com), Esbeck deconstructs the suit and
makes note of the many cases upholding the
constitutionality of religious exemptions.
Law Press China translated and published
two of Esbeck’s law review articles. One
was first printed in the Iowa Law Review on
the Establishment Clause as a structural
constitutional clause and the second appeared
in the BYU Law Review on the early American
church-state settlement.
Before a Florida convention of lawyers
meeting in January, Esbeck debated law
professors from the University of North
Carolina and Villanova University over religious
freedom cases awaiting decision in the U.S.
Supreme Court.
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Wilson Freyermuth’s article
“Can Associations Have
Priority over Fannie and
Freddie,” published last
summer in the American Bar
Association’s Probate and
Property magazine, received the ABA Real
Property, Trust and Estate Law Section’s 2015
Excellence in Writing Award for best overall
article on real property.
Freyermuth spoke as a panelist for
the section’s monthly webinar program
“Professors’ Corner” in December 2015
on recent decisions involving equitable
subrogation in mortgage refinancing
transactions. He also moderated the February
2016 program on Islamic law of inheritance,
and the April 2016 program on Islamic law
of finance, and will be the moderator and
program chair for the law professors panel at
the section’s May 2016 CLE Symposium.
The fifth edition of Freyermuth’s student
outline/treatise “Land Transactions and
Finance” (co-authored with Grant Nelson, Dale
Whitman, and Ann Burkhart) was published in
February 2015.

John Lande was the keynote
speaker at the University of
Florida Institute for Dispute
Resolution’s annual training.
He spoke about mediator
styles, dealing with bad faith
in mediation and promoting high quality of
mediation. He also was a speaker at the
biannual retreat of the National Academy of
Distinguished Professionals, suggesting that
mediators can expand the services they
provide by managing cases from the outset.
At the University of St. Thomas Law School, he
presented the preliminary findings of his study
(with Peter Benner) about how businesses use
“planned early dispute resolution.” A draft of
this article is available at law.missouri.edu/
about/people/lande/. He also was a speaker
on a teleconference program, “Tips for
Effective Negotiations and Mediations,”
for the Honors Attorney Program of the
U.S. Postal Service.

Paul J. Litton began his
first year as associate
dean for faculty research
and development, which
includes serving as chair
of the school’s Faculty
Appointments Committee.
With respect to scholarship, Litton
published an article, “On the Argument that
Execution Protocol Reform is Biomedical

Research.” More recently, he and colleagues
from an American Bar Association-assembled
team, charged with assessing Missouri’s
capital punishment system, proposed rule
changes to the Missouri Supreme Court
regarding the effects of Missouri’s rapid pace
of execution on capital representation. Litton
also presented on that proposal and the
Missouri death penalty at a symposium
held at the University of Michigan Law School
on the future of capital punishment in the
United States.

S. David Mitchell was
appointed associate dean of
academic affairs for the law
school. He was also
appointed chair of the
University of Missouri System
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Task Force and
to the MU Academic Retention Services
Advisory Committee. He was also elected to
the American Law Institute.
Mitchell gave a presentation on the
collateral consequences that impact
adolescents and adults at the Indiana
University Robert H. McKinney School of
Law Symposium, “Rupturing the School-toPrison Pipeline: State Government Efforts
toward Expungement Reform,” and he
presented “Suppressing Citizen Voices?:
Felon Disenfranchisement and Voter ID Laws
in a Post - Citizens United World” at the Duke
Civil Rights Symposium, “Present and Future
of Civil Rights Movements: Race and Reform
in 21st Century America.” He also gave a
presentation, “Deconstruction of Police-Citizen
Interactions and the Salience of Race and
Ethnicity,” to the Citizens Police Review Board
in Columbia.
Mitchell was the keynote speaker at the
Service Learning Symposium “Advocacy and
Activism Outside the Classroom” at Missouri
University of Science & Technology and the
Columbia chapter of the NAACP annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. celebration, “Changing the
Paradigm.” He also served as the keynote
speaker at the Multicultural Achievement
Committee (MAC) Scholars Conference, a
function of Columbia Public Schools, and
conducted a workshop for faculty and parents
at the conference, “Relevant Pedagogy for the
21st Century Learner.”
Mitchell was interviewed on KKFI Radio
following the Kansas City hearing of the
Missouri State Advisory Committee to the
United States Commission on Civil Rights. He
also appeared on The Rod Chapel Show, where
he discussed felon disenfranchisement laws
and collateral consequences of sentencing.
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SPR ING NEWS
Faculty Notes, continued
Gary Myers co-wrote the fifth
edition of Entertainment,
Media, and the Law: Text,
Cases, and Problems, with
Paul C. Weiler of Harvard
University and William W.
Berry III of the University of Mississippi. The
fifth edition was published by West Academic.
In November, Myers was the speaker at
the Jefferson City (Mo.) Rotary Club on the
topic, “Five Surprising Facts about Law School
and the Legal Profession.” He was introduced
by Pamela Quigg Henrickson, ’83, who is
chair of the University of Missouri System
Board of Curators.

Carol D. Newman spoke
as a panelist on the subject,
“Thinking Outside the
Four Corners of Contract
Doctrine” at the 2015
Conference of the
Southeastern Association of Law Schools
(SEALS). Her presentation focused on the
question, “Unenforceable Contract Clauses:
When Do We Care?”
At the SEALS conference she also
made a presentation, “The ‘Golden Rule’ in
Transactional Legal Opinions: Balancing Legal,
Ethical and Professionalism Issues,” at the
Junior Scholars Works-in-Progress Workshop.

James M. Niemann, ’93,
concluded the first semester
of the Entrepreneurship Legal
Clinic (ELC) by representing
more than 40 clients,
forming 17 business and
re-working numerous others that were not
properly set up. As part of his focus on
integrating the ELC into the MU and community
entrepreneurial ecosystems, his collaborative
endeavors include serving as a legal mentor to
Columbia’s Start-Up Weekend in September,
as a judge and coach for the Jeffrey E. Smith
Institute “Shark Tank Competition” at the MU
Robert J. Trulaske Sr. College of Business and
as a mentor for the 2016 Coulter Bootcamp
sponsored by the MU Coulter Translational
Partnership Program. He also delivered a
presentation on “Intellectual Property for
Entrepreneurs” at the MU Entrepreneurship
Workshop sponsored by the Small Business
Technology Development Center and Columbia
Regional Economic Development, Inc. (REDI),
and made presentations at REDI for Global
Entrepreneurship Week and “Third Thursday
Tech Talks.”
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Niemann was recently appointed to
serve on the Innovation to Market Pathway
Analysis Working Group, which was created
by MU Interim Chancellor Hank Foley and
chaired by MU Vice Provost for Economic
Development Steve Wyatt. He has also
served on the Regional Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Committee since July, whereon
he has been instrumental in developing the
new Mid-Missouri Entrepreneurial Calendar
and an upcoming online map of mid-Missouri
entrepreneurial resources.
Niemann was successful in securing a
$70,000 grant from the Missouri Technology
Corporation (MTC) in support of the ELC. This
is in addition to a $45,000 grant from MTC
last spring.

Rigel C. Oliveri published two
articles last fall. The first,
“Single Family Zoning,
Intimate Association, and the
Right to Choose Household
Companions” was published
in the Florida Law Review, and argues that
zoning restrictions based on the relationship
between residents are constitutionally
suspect. The second article, “Disparate
Impact and Integration: With TDHCA v.
Inclusive Communities the Supreme Court
Retains an Uneasy Status Quo,” was published
in the Journal of Affordable Housing and
Community Development Law. The article
discusses a recent Supreme Court decision
about disparate impact theory and the Fair
Housing Act, and analyzes the impact of the
decision on government efforts to ensure that
affordable housing programs do not
perpetuate segregated living patterns.
In November, Oliveri presented her
empirical research on sexual harassment
in housing to the faculty at the University of
Indiana Robert H. McKinney School of Law.
She was recently quoted in the Charlotte
Observer on sexual harassment in housing,
in the Texas Tribune on disparate impact and
housing, and in the ABA Journal on disparate
impact theory more generally.

S.I. Strong co-wrote a book,
How to Write Law Essays
(West 2016) with Professor
Brad Desnoyer, ’09. The
book is based on her original
text, How to Write Law Essays
and Exams, which is published in the United
Kingdom by Oxford University Press. She
also wrote “International Insurance and
Reinsurance Arbitration: A World of
Difference,” which appeared in Corporate
Disputes 47 (January-March 2016)

Strong spoke at several venues in the
United States, including UC Hastings College
of the Law, the Institute for Transnational
Arbitration’s Academic Council Works in
Progress Conference, the International Law
Association’s International Law Weekend, and
the Southeastern Association of Law Schools’
Annual Conference.
Strong also travelled to Paris to speak
at the annual meeting of the International
Chamber of Commerce Institute and attended
working group sessions of the American Law
Institute in Philadelphia, the European Law
Institute in Germany and the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law in
New York. In February, she travelled to Brazil
to serve as an external reviewer of a doctoral
candidate’s dissertation defense at the
Pontifícia Universidade Católica de São Paulo.

Ben Trachtenberg began
a one-year term as chair of
the MU Faculty Council on
University Policy in July.
His tenure has been quite
eventful, and he has helped
to organize the faculty’s response to the
turbulent events of the 2015-2016 academic
year. The Faculty Council has faced the
resignation of the president, chancellor
medical school dean and head football
coach, among other excitement. In January,
Trachtenberg and Interim Chancellor Hank
Foley jointly appointed an ad hoc committee
to examine issues related to protests, public
spaces, free speech and the press. Professor
Bob Jerry is serving as chair of the committee,
which also includes Professor Christina Wells
and Interim Vice Chancellor Chuck Henson,
in addition to other faculty, administrators
and students.
Trachtenberg has law journal essays
forthcoming on the proper use of grand
juries in high-profile cases – part of the
Missouri Law Review’s symposium issue on
Ferguson – as well as an essay on teaching
criminal procedure.

Adjunct Faculty
Sarah Read spoke at the American Bar
Association Section of Dispute Resolution
Annual Spring conference in April on
“Unpacking, Mapping and Evaluating
Conflicts.” She has also been working with the
Kettering Foundation and the Columbia Daily
Tribune on a joint learning exchange involving
media and the citizen voice in democracy.
Jayne T. Woods, ’05, recently presented
the webinar, “Would Spock Make a Good
Law Clerk? The Role of Logic in Judicial
Opinions,” at the 2015 Appellate Writing
Seminar, held by the Missouri Office of State
Courts Administrator. The presentation was
designed to help both career and novice law
clerks understand how to use logic to both
understand the parties’ arguments and craft
sound judicial opinions. This presentation
(and another conducted the same day by
Professor Brad Desnoyer, ’09) was the first
time the annual Appellate Writing Seminar
was conducted by webinar to facilitate
attendance for law clerks and appellate
judges across the state. ❚

Last fall, two members of the law school staff were recognized for
excellence at the law school’s kickoff luncheon for the academic year.

Patty H. Epps Award
Robin L. Stoermer is the recipient of the 2015 Patty H. Epps Award, which is
presented to a non-exempt staff member who honors the memory of Patty H. Epps
with exceptional public service, cheerfulness and indomitable spirit and dedication
to the School of Law. Faculty and staff vote by private ballot each year and the
award recipient is kept secret until the official announcement at the luncheon.
Stoermer joined the School of Law in the summer of 2013, starting in the
Administrative Office (otherwise known as “203”), and in the summer of 2015
joined the Office of Advancement. She enjoys walking, cooking and spending time
with her four beautiful grandchildren.

JoAnn Humphreys Law Library
Employee Performance Award
Scott F. Weiser is the recipient of the 2015 JoAnn Humphreys Law Library
Employee Performance Award, which is presented to a staff member of the library
who honors the memory of JoAnn Humphreys. The awardee is determined based
on outstanding contributions to the law school community that enhance the
quality of law school life and purpose through support of its core teaching, research
and service activities. Nominations are submitted by faculty and staff and the
awardee is selected by the Law Library management team. The award is kept secret
until the official announcement at the luncheon
Scott Weiser has worked for the law school since 2000, when he was hired as a
computer support specialist to oversee the computer lab. He has moved to several
positions within the law school, but is now a systems support analyst in charge of
video production and other IT duties.
When he’s not live streaming symposia or maintaining servers at the law school,
Weiser can be found enjoying the MKT Trail on his bike, taking in hours of
documentaries at the True/False Film Festival or trying new hops to perfect his
homebrew IPA recipe. ❚

Rodney J. Uphoff taught for a
week at Harvard Law School
in the Trial Advocacy
Workshop program. Uphoff is
a regular member of the
program’s teaching faculty.
Many have followed the Netflix documentary
series “Making of a Murderer.” Uphoff hired
and trained Jerry Buting, one of the lawyers
featured in the series.
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Law Staff Recognized
for Excellence
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60s
H. Dee Wampler III, ’65,
was recognized with Lifetime
Professional Membership in the
Missouri Peace Officers Association,
a distinction rarely given to those
outside of law enforcement or their
membership. In the last 25 years, he has contributed
more than 250 articles that were published in Law
Enforcement, the official magazine of the Missouri
Police Officers Association.
In 2015, Wampler was also named senior counselor
by The Missouri Bar Association in recognition of his
long and distinguished career as a member of the
legal profession.
Wampler has appeared on a number of national
television programs. In September 2015, he was featured
on the Discovery Channel in the series Swamp Murders.
Wampler practices with The Law Offices of Dee
Wampler & Joseph Passanise in Springfield, Mo.

70s

Daniel K. Atwill, ’71, was appointed to the Missouri
Workforce Development Board by Gov. Jeremiah W.
“Jay” Nixon, ’81. The board serves as an advisory
council to the governor and to the Missouri Division of
Workforce Development on the employment and training
needs of Missouri businesses. Atwill is the presiding
commissioner of Boone County, Mo., and is a partner with
Atwill and Montgomery in Columbia.
Michael G. Goldstein, ’71, was selected as a
fellow of the American College of Employee Benefits
Counsel. The nonprofit organization recognizes employee
benefits attorneys who have dedicated their careers to
the field of employee benefits and who in doing so have
demonstrated their leadership, character, ability and
professional responsibility.
Goldstein is executive vice president of The
Gottlieb Organization, a wealth strategy organization
headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio. For more than 42 years
he has practiced law and has been a national authority
with deep experience in legal matters relating to life
insurance and the retirement planning industry. He is a
national authority on executive compensation, taxation,
estate planning and corporate law.
Ted D. Ayres, ’72, exhibited his photography from
around the world at Wichita State University in Wichita,
Kan. The exhibit showcased his journeys around the
world through photography that captured unique angles
and beautiful sites. Ayres is the director of community
engagement and opportunity, and vice president and
general counsel emeritus, of Wichita State University.
Charles R. Stamp Jr., ’74, received the 2016 Friend
of the University Award from the Southeast Missouri
University Foundation. According to the university, the
award, “which recognizes those who support and who are
closely associated with the mission, purposes, plans and
programs of the University, is the highest honor bestowed
by the Southeast Missouri University Foundation.”
Awardees must also “have the respect of the community
and the University, and must have acted to confirm their
34
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interest and involvement with the University.” Stamp is an
alumnus of Southeast Missouri State University.
Stamp is the vice president of public affairs worldwide
for Deere & Company.
Dennis L. Beckley, ’75, was named the 2015 Citizen
of the Year by the City of Creve Coeur, Mo. He practices
with the Law Offices of Dennis L. Beckley in St. Louis, Mo.
Previously he served as a judge and then prosecutor of
Creve Coeur for more than 20 years.
John W. Maupin, ’75, retired after serving for 20
years as city attorney for the City of Ladue, Mo.
W. Dudley McCarter, ’75,
received the 2015 Knox College
Service Award from Knox College in
Galesburg, Ill. He graduated cum
laude from the college in 1972.
McCarter practices with Behr,
McCarter & Potter in St. Louis, Mo.
Thomas R. Jayne, ’76, was
elected to membership in the Fellows
of the Texas Bar Foundation for
outstanding professional
achievements and demonstrated
commitment to the improvement of
the justice system in Texas. Fellows are selected each
year from the top third of one percent of Texas attorneys.
Jayne is a senior general attorney with BNSF Railway in
Fort Worth, Texas.
Thomas M. Schneider, ’77, received the
Distinguished Professional Award from the Boone County
Bar Association in Columbia, Mo. The award is given to
an association member in practice 15 or more years
who exemplifies the highest legal and ethical standards
to which all legal professionals should strive. Schneider
practices with Jones, Schneider and Stevens in Columbia.
Mark A. Shank, ’79, was honored
with the 2016 Fellows Justinian Award
by the Dallas Bar Foundation based
on his volunteer work in the
community. The prestigious award is
presented annually to a local attorney
and Dallas Bar Association member who exemplifies the
organization’s commitment to professional and
community service.
Shank’s civic and professional leadership roles include
prior service as president of the Dallas Bar Association,
director of the State Bar of Texas, chairman of the Texas
Bar Foundation, chairman of the Dallas Breakfast Group
and chairman of Dallas Habitat for Humanity.
Shank is managing partner of the boutique firm Gruber
Elrod Johansen Hail Shank in Dallas, Texas, where he
represents clients in a variety of labor and employment
and business litigation matters in state and federal
courts across the nation.

80s

Robert R. Sterner, ’80, received the Settler’s Award
at the 111th Annual Kingdom of Callaway Supper for his
community service to Fulton and Callaway County, Mo.
He is the Callaway County prosecuting attorney.

H. Morley Swingle, ’80, is an assistant circuit
attorney in the St. Louis (Mo.) Prosecuting Attorney’s
Office as part of the Armed Offender Unit. Previously
he was in private practice in Colorado, served as the
prosecuting attorney in Cape Girardeau County, Mo.,
for 25 years, and served as an assistant U.S. attorney
in St. Louis.
Nancy M. Watkins, ’81, was appointed as associate
circuit judge for the 21st Judicial Circuit of Missouri, which
covers St. Louis County, by Gov. Jeremiah W. “Jay”
Nixon, ’81. She has served as an associate circuit judge
since March 2014 and has also sat as a special judge on
the Missouri Court of Appeals, Eastern District. Before
becoming a judge, she was an attorney in private practice
with the firm of Schuchat, Cook & Werner in St. Louis.
Don M. Downing, ’82, received a 2015 Faculty-Alumni
Award from the Mizzou Alumni Association. The awards,
begun in 1968, recognize the achievements of faculty
and alumni of the university. Faculty are considered for
their work as teachers, researchers and administrators.
Alumni are considered for both their accomplishments in
professional life and service to the university. Downing
practices with Gray, Ritter & Graham in St. Louis, Mo.
Robert M.N. Palmer, ’82, was elected president of
the Springfield (Mo.) Metropolitan Bar Association for
2016. He practices with The Law Offices of Palmer Oliver
in Springfield.
James B. Wingfield, ’82, is president of Tri-State
Motor Transit Co. He has served the company, which is
headquartered in Joplin, Mo., for 31 years.
Elizabeth Vincent Rohrs, ’83,
was elected as an associate circuit
judge for Polk County, Mo., and began
serving her term on January 1, 2015.
She was sworn in by classmate and
then-Chief Justice Mary Rhodes
Russell, ’83, of the Supreme Court of Missouri, and
is the first woman to serve as a judge in her county.
Rohrs’ husband, Alvin W. Rohrs, ’82, continues
as president and CEO of Enactus in Springfield, Mo.
Mary Rhodes Russell, ’83, serves on the American
Bar Association Council of the Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar. The council is the national
accrediting body for law schools. Russell is a judge on the
Supreme Court of Missouri in Jefferson City.
Erik A. Bergmanis, ’85, was elected the 20152016 president of The Missouri Bar at the bar’s annual
meeting in October 2015. He is managing member of the
Bergmanis Law Firm in Camdenton, Mo.

Robert T. Adams, ’87, was named
a 2016 Dean of the Trial Bar by the
Kansas City Metropolitan Bar
Association. The award, which was
created in 1985, recognizes member
attorneys who have substantial and
distinguished trial service “whose litigation skill and
professional demeanor have resulted in consistent
recognition by their peers as exemplary.”
Adams is a partner with Shook, Hardy & Bacon and sits
on the firm’s executive committee. He focuses on cases
involving products liability, intellectual property litigation,
insurance coverage litigation and commercial litigation.
Margaret Ellis Holden, ’88, was appointed as
associate circuit judge for the 31st Judicial Circuit of
Missouri, which covers Greene County, by Gov. Jeremiah
W. “Jay” Nixon, ’81. Previously she was the chief
administrative law judge in the Springfield Adjudication
Office of the Missouri Division of Workers’ Compensation.
Shannon A. Shy, ’88, was appointed to serve
as senior counsel (land use) in the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Energy, Installations &
Environment) at the Pentagon.
In February, Shy was elected to serve as president
of the board of directors of the International OCD
Foundation in Boston, Mass. He has served as the
national membership director for American Youth Football
since 2007.

90s

John W. Rourke, ’90, practices with the construction
group of McCarthy, Leonard & Kaemmerer in St. Louis.
He concentrates his practice on construction, surety law,
business and commercial law, insurance, fidelity, real
estate law and litigation.
Daniel R. Wichmer, ’91, is executive director of Legal
Services of Southern Missouri in Springfield, Mo.
Jason O. Klumb, ’93, received the Governor Mel
Carnahan Public Service Award from MU’s Harry S Truman
School of Public Affairs in February. He was appointed
regional administrator by President Barak Obama for the
U.S. General Services Administration’s (GSA) Heartland
Region in 2010. As Heartland Region administrator,
Klumb oversees all of GSA’s operations in Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri and Nebraska, including management of

John D. Moore, ’94, was named
a Client Choice award winner in the
general corporate category. He was
the only winner in this category in the
state of Missouri and one of only
13 nationwide.
The Client Choice awards were established by Lexology
and the International Law Office in 2005 to recognize law
firms and partners award the world that stand apart for
the excellent client care they provide and the quality of
their service. The awards criteria focus on the ability to
add real value to clients’ businesses above and beyond
market peers. This year, a total of 223 winners were
recognized from 34 states and four Canadian provinces
during ceremonies in London.
Moore is a partner with Husch Blackwell in Kansas
City, Mo., where he practices in the food and agribusiness group.
Karen E. Hajicek, ’95, was recognized as a
Professional Excellence Award Finalist by the Columbia
Daily Tribune. The newspaper recognized 25 local
businesswomen last fall as part of its Women in Business
Awards luncheon. Hajicek practices with Brown Willbrand
in Columbia.
Carrie Mulholland Brous, ’96,
founded Brous Law, a plaintiffs’ firm
in Prairie Village, Kan., representing
individuals nationwide in cases
involving whistleblowing, fraud and
employment.
Thomas C. Albus, ’97, was elected president of
the St. Louis chapter of the Federal Bar Association for
2016. The association brings together federal judges and
private and government federal practitioners throughout
the Eastern District of Missouri for education and civic
progress. Albus is an assistant U.S. attorney in St. Louis.
Cynthia Giltner, ’97, is an assistant attorney general
for the State of Arizona, prosecuting felony cases, with
a focus on the prosecution of consumer fraud and
environmental crimes. Previously she prosecuted a wide
range of felony cases in Yavapai County, Ariz.

Members of the Class of 2000
caught up at a winter meeting
of the Kansas City Metropolitan
Bar Association.
(l-r) Julie A. Shull, Kansas City
Power & Light; Courtney E.
Goddard, Park University; Jason
K. Rew, Oswald, Roam, Rew &
Fry; Tyson H. Ketchum, Armstrong
Teasdale; Lauren Perkins Allen,
Lauren Allen LLC; and Jacob M.
Doleshal, Troppito Miller Griffin

Kimberly Jade Norwood, ’85, was invited to attend
sessions at the White House and U.S. Department of
Justice as part of the “A Cycle of Incarceration: Prison,
Debt and Bail Practices” event. According to the
Department of Justice, the purpose of the event was
to “bring public attention to the connection between
poverty and the criminal justice system and highlight
state reform efforts.”
Norwood is a professor of law and professor of
African and African American studies at Washington
University in St. Louis, Mo.
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federal real estate and information technology. He is
responsible for an inventory of 400 government-owned
or -leased buildings, 1,000 employees and a budget of
approximately $175 million.
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Alexandria C. Zylstra, ’97, LLM ’01, published
an article, “Collaborative Law and Business Disputes:
A Marriage of Equals?” in the Atlantic Law Journal.
The article examines whether business disputants may
benefit from collaborative law, a limited representation
agreement in which all parties agree to settle their
disputes via negotiation rather than litigation. The
article can be accessed at www.atlanticlawjournal.org/
volume-17.html
Craig D. Brewer, ’98, was elected associate circuit
judge for the 32nd Judicial Circuit of Missouri, which
covers Perry County. He assumed office January 1, 2015.
Troy A. Robertson, ’99, is general counsel of USA
Truck, Inc., a leading capacity solutions provider based
in Van Buren, Ark. Previously he was chief counsel for
Conway Truckload Inc.
Dale P. Trigg, ’99, is the elected
district attorney of Del Norte, Calif.

00s

R. Scott Kimsey, ’00, is a senior counsel at Klein,
DeNatale, Goldner, Cooper, Rosenlieb and Kimball LLP in
Bakersfield, Calif.
Thurston K. Cromwell, ’01, is a director of corporate
development at Emerson Electric Co. in St. Louis, Mo.
Previously he was general counsel of Cartesian, Inc. in
Overland Park, Kan.
Andrew B. Blunt, ’02, is the executive director of
the Missouri Cable Telecommunications Association
in Jefferson City, Mo. Previously he was a partner with
Schreimann, Rackers, Francka & Blunt in Jefferson City.
Jennifer Kopp Dameron, ’02, was appointed
to the board of governors of Truman State University
in Kirksville, Mo. She is the owner of JK Dameron
Development LLC in Kansas City, Mo.
Galen R. Mason, ’02, was named to the “40 Under
40” list by Crain’s Chicago Business. He is special counsel
with Foley & Lardner in Chicago.
Matthew B. Champlin, ’03, is a partner with
HeplerBroom in Edwardsville, Ill. He focuses his practice
on complex litigation matters such as personal injury/
wrongful death, public utilities, appeals, insurance,
employment law, and trucking accidents and
transportation litigation.
Adam W. Graves, ’03, is a partner
with Langdon & Emison in Lexington,
Mo. He represents clients in personal
injury litigation throughout the United
States, with a focus on complex
product liability claims involving
defective vehicles and other consumer products as well
as nursing home abuse litigation.
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Rebekah E. Bromberg, ’03,
was named 2016 Big Sister of the
Year by Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Eastern Missouri. Bromberg,
who has served as a “big sister”
through the organization since
2005, was recognized at a special
celebration in January.
Bromberg is vice president
and assistant general counsel with
Maritz Holdings in Fenton, Mo.

Bromberg has enjoyed teaching her “little,” Romie, through travel,
including a recent trip to New York City. According to Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Eastern Missouri, Bromberg has created a travel
scholarship to allow others “to enjoy the same experiences [they]
have enjoyed.”

Benjamin W. Powell, ’03, is a partner with
HeplerBroom in Edwardsville, Ill. He focuses his practice
on a diverse range of complex litigation matters including
personal injury/wrongful death, product liability,
insurance, trucking and transportation law, nursing home
liability, municipal liability, spoliation liability and Jones
Act and maritime law.
David A. Brose, ’04, is a partner
with Langdon & Emison in Lexington,
Mo. He focuses his practice in trucking
accident litigation and has also
successfully represented clients in an
array of product liability and personal
injury litigation, including cases involving vehicle fires,
defective automobile design, tire defects and propane
explosions. He also performs critical leadership and
business development responsibilities, including building
strategic relationships within the industry to advance key
business objectives and opportunities for the firm.
Karlla S. Dozier, ’04, is assistant dean of compliance
and recruitment for Maryville University in St. Louis,
Mo. In this role, she directs and manages the equal
opportunity, affirmative action and Title IX programs
at the university, and manages campus-wide initiatives
designed to increase diversity in the university’s hiring
practices. Previously Dozier served as assistant director
of career success and life coaching at the university.
Jason C. Grill, ’04, received the
National Outstanding Eagle Scout
Award from the Boys Scouts of
America in February. He was also
honored in April by Ingram’s Magazine
with their “Forty Under 40” Award.
Grill is a senior advisor for public affairs, policy and
media at Parris Communications, the founder of JGrill
Media, an attorney and co-founder of Sock 101 in
Kansas City, Mo.
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Walter L. Barnes II, ’05, was
upgraded to senior member status of
the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers. Barnes is senior program
manager of research and development
at Brewer Science, Inc., in Rolla, Mo.
He provides high-level leadership for the development of
new products that support the advanced technology
needs of customers served by the Semiconductor
Material Business Unit. His management responsibilities
encompass product conception and process design all
the way through scale-up engineering and transfer into
manufacturing as part of the commercialization process.

Adam D. Woody, ’06, was
named to the list of “Top 10 Under
40” for attorneys in Missouri by the
National Academy of Criminal
Defense Attorneys. He was also
named to the “Top 40 Under 40”
list of criminal defense attorneys in Missouri by the
Society of Legal Advocates.
Most recently, Woody was elected as treasurer of
the Missouri Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys
by its members.
Woody practices with the Law Office of Adam Woody in
Springfield, Mo.

Amber D. Cameron, ’05, is
of counsel with Heyl Royster in
Chicago, Ill. She concentrates her
practice on defending employers in
workers’ compensation claims and
on toxic tort litigation, including the
defense of asbestos personal injury cases. Previously
she was a staff attorney at the Illinois Workers’
Compensation Commission.

Kathryn A. Busch, ’07, is an
attorney with The Law Firm of Haden &
Haden in Columbia, where she is
developing a practice focusing on the
estate planning needs of farmers.
Previously she was a director of career
development at the School of Law and was an assistant
prosecutor in Warren County, Mo.
Busch is married to Dan Busch and they have two
children – Clay, 5, and Lena, 2.

Eric D. Jennings, ’05, is government relations counsel
for The Missouri Bar in Jefferson City. Previously he served
as chief of staff to the Missouri Senate Judiciary Chair,
Sen. Bob Dixon.
Travis D. Partney, ’05, was appointed associate
circuit judge for the 23rd Judicial Circuit of Missouri,
which covers Jefferson County, by Gov. Jeremiah W.
“Jay” Nixon, ’81. Previously Partney was an assistant
prosecutor in the Jefferson County (Mo.) Prosecuting
Attorney’s Office.
Eric E. Bohl, ’06, serves as chief of staff to U.S. Rep.
Jason Smith, working from an office in Cape Girardeau,
Mo. Previously Bohl served as chief of staff to U.S. Rep.
Vicky Hartzler.
Kathryn N. Nolen, ’06, is the pro
bono coordinator for Lathrop & Gage
in Kansas City, Mo., handling the
firm’s pro bono efforts in their offices
nationwide. Previously she was the
director of legal services for Jackson
County CASA in Kansas City, Mo., for eight years.
Amanda E. Tummons, ’06, is a
partner with Husch Blackwell in
Springfield, Mo. She is a member of
the firm’s technology, manufacturing
and transportation group, counseling
companies through mergers and
acquisitions and at the start of new business ventures.
She devotes a significant portion of her practice to
representing entities in commercial airline and business
aviation, assisting clients with subsidiary and asset
disposition, acquisition of assets and development of
form agreements to stream day-to-day operations. As a
member of the firm’s unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
group, Tummons counsels clients on lawful commercial
use of UAS and closely monitors the development of the
framework for UAS.

Amy L. Ohnemus, ’07, is a principal with Wasinger
Parham in Hannibal, Mo. She has practiced with the firm
since 2008 and concentrates her practice on civil trial
practice, family law and business law.
Kaitlin A.
Bridges, ’08,
and Michael A.
Bridges, ’08,
announce the
birth of their
daughter, Grace
Emerson Bridges, on October 8, 2015. Grace joins big
sister Claire.
Kaitlin practices with Gray, Ritter & Graham in St.
Louis while Michael is a U.S. probation officer.
Christian M. Zust, ’08, was profiled in the October
2015 issue of the ABA Journal in “What the Jobs Are:
New Tech, New Client Needs Create a New Field of Legal
Operations.” Zust is director of client technology for Bryan
Cave in St. Louis, Mo.
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Darryl M. Chatman, ’08, practices with Armstrong
Teasdale in St. Louis as a member of the firm’s litigation
practice group. In his practice, he focuses on animal
health, life sciences and agriculture law, regulatory
compliance, commercial litigation, and employment
litigation. He assists agriculture commodity groups,
farmers, ranchers, alternative fuel industries and
biotech start-up companies with a variety of legal needs.
Previously he served as deputy director of the Missouri
Department of Agriculture after practicing for seven years
with Armstrong Teasdale in the litigation practice group.
Bryan M. Clinton, ’08, is assistant general counsel
of Rimrock Midstream in Denver, Colo.
Jennifer A. Stonecipher Hill,
’08, is a partner with Shook,
Hardy & Bacon in Kansas City, Mo.,
where she practices with the
pharmaceutical and medical
device litigation group. She focuses
her practice on the defense of pharmaceutical and
medical device manufacturers engaged in product
liability litigation. She also advises clients on issues
governed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,
including product labeling, recalls, regulatory
compliance, and risk evaluation and management.
Brian T. Bear, ’09, is an associate
with Spencer Fane in Kansas City,
Mo., where he practices in the
litigation and dispute resolution
practice group. Previously he worked
in the Missouri Attorney General’s
Office as an assistant attorney general in the Complex
Litigation Unit of the Consumer Protection Division.
Carly D. Duvall, ’09, and her husband, Chris Morton,
announce the birth of their daughter, Olive Elizabeth
Morton, on September 15, 2015. Duvall practices with
Dentons in Kansas City, Mo.
Kristan A. Kelly, ’09, is the assistant athletic
director for compliance at the University of Memphis
in Memphis, Tenn.
Megan E.
(McCord) Ray, ’09,
and her husband,
Kenny Ray, announce
the birth of their son,
Jackson Kenneth Ray,
on June 23, 2015. He
joins big sister Kate.
Ray practices with Andereck, Evans, Widger, Johnson &
Lewis in Springfield, Mo.
Paul J. Walker, ’09, is a partner
with Hovey Williams in Overland Park,
Kan., where he specializes in patent
preparation and prosecution.
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Brian J. Weaver, ’09, is a partner
with Stinson Leonard Street in
St. Louis, Mo. He is a transactional
attorney with significant experience
in helping clients secure state and
federal tax credits for historic
rehabilitation, new market and renewable energy projects.

10s
R. Caleb Colbert, ’10, was named
to the “20 Under 40” list compiled by
Columbia Business Times.
He was also named to the list of
“Up & Coming” attorneys by Missouri
Lawyers Weekly in 2015. The list
recognizes attorneys 40 years old or younger, or in their
first 10 years of practice, who “demonstrate a high level
of professional accomplishment, skill and leadership, and
an extraordinary commitment to the community through
volunteer service.”
Colbert is a shareholder with Brown Willbrand in
Columbia. He concentrates his practice in the areas of
real estate, land use, construction and civil litigation, and
regularly appears before the Columbia City Council, the
Planning & Zoning Commission, the Board of Adjustment
and courts throughout Missouri.
Joshua L. Hill, ’10, is a
shareholder with Newman, Comley
& Ruth in Jefferson City, Mo. He
concentrates his practice in the areas
of civil litigation, including medical
malpractice defense, business
litigation and family law. He also practices extensively
in administrative cases.
Ryan M. Hyde, ’11, practices with
Behr, McCarter & Potter in St. Louis,
Mo. He counsels corporate, individual
and municipal clients on a wide range
of cases, including contract,
commercial, health care, personal
injury, professional liability and real estate matters.
Previously Hyde spent more than three years as an
associate and then managing attorney at a St. Louis-area
law firm.
T. Brody Kempton, ’11, was named to the board of
trustees of Bothwell Regional Health Center in Sedalia,
Mo. He practices with Kempton Russell in Sedalia.
Bradley A. Nolden, ’11, is corporation counsel and
city attorney for Galesburg, Ill.
Wesley T. Darnell, ’13, is a senior accountant with
Elliott, Robinson & Company, LLP, in Springfield, Mo.
Elizabeth A. Lucas, ’13, practices in the Intellectual
Property Group of Shook, Hardy & Bacon in Kansas City,
Mo. Previously she was a law clerk for the Hon. Patricia
A. Breckenridge, ’78, of the Supreme Court of
Missouri.

C. Nathan Dunville, ’15, practices with Neale &
Newman in Springfield, Mo.
Alex G. Ellison, ’15, practices with McIlroy and Millan
in Bowling Green, Mo.
Jafon L. Fearson, ’15, is an
associate with the intellectual
property law firm Brinks Gilson &
Lione in Chicago.

Madison A. Fischer, ’15, is an
associate with the litigation and
dispute resolution practice group of
Spencer Fane in Kansas City, Mo.

Timothy M. Guntli, ’15, is an associate with
HeplerBroom in St. Louis, Mo. He focuses his practice
on cases involving insurance law.
Shawn M. Lee, ’15, received a 2015 Lieutenant
Governor’s Veterans Service Award, announced by
Missouri Lt. Gov. Peter Kinder. The award recognizes
Missouri veterans who provide exemplary volunteer
service to their communities.
Lee practices with the Law Office of Shawn Lee in
Kansas City, Mo.
Allison Tungate Mikulecky, ’15, is an associate
with Sherman & Howard in Colorado Springs, Colo. She
concentrates her practice on construction, government
contracts, employment and general commercial litigation
and is a member of the firm’s litigation, trials and appeals
practice group.
Keith A. Starr, ’15, practices with the business
litigation and corporate services group of Shook, Hardy
& Bacon in Kansas City, Mo.
Devon E. Vincent, ’15, had an article accepted for
publication by the Willamette Sports Law Journal for
its spring 2016 issue. The article, “Gender Diversity
in the NFL: The Importance of Female Leadership in a
Historically Male Dominated Organization,” was written as
part of Vincent’s coursework in Advocacy, Family Violence
and Public Policy at the School of Law.

LLM

Alexandria C. Zylstra, ’97, LLM ’01, published
an article, “Collaborative Law and Business Disputes:
A Marriage of Equals?” in the Atlantic Law Journal.
The article examines whether business disputants may
benefit from collaborative law, a limited representation
agreement in which all parties agree to settle their
disputes via negotiation rather than litigation. The
article can be accessed at www.atlanticlawjournal.org/
volume-17.html
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Alumni
Memoriam
40s

Emory Melton, ’45, of Cassville, Mo., died
December 26, 2015, at age 92. After graduating from
law school, he was drafted into the U.S. Army. After
completing basic training in Arkansas, he was sent to
Texas, where he attended criminal investigation school.
Following his military service he returned to Barry
County, Mo., and with his wife began two businesses,
Litho Printers and the Barry County Advertiser. He also
owned the Crane Chronicle/Stone County Republican
newspaper, was an ownership partner in the Barry County
Abstract Company and was former owner of the Cassville
Republican newspaper.
Melton practiced law in Barry County throughout his
career. From 1947 to 1951, he served as the Barry County
prosecuting attorney. From 1973 to 1997, he served
as senator for the 29th District in the Missouri General
Assembly. During his time in the Senate, he was wellknown for reading all bills considered by the Senate. He
was a lifelong member and leader in the Republican party
of Barry County and of Missouri.
Melton was a lifelong resident of Barry County and
loved Barry County history. He hand-wrote two books, The
First 150 Years in Cassville, Missouri and Hanged by the
Neck Until Dead.
Kenneth H. Reid, ’48, of Springfield, Mo., died
January 7, at age 92. During World War II, he served as an
Army officer in a field artillery battalion in Europe. When
the war ended, he spent a year with an Army unit that
organized and operated a leave center for Allied Forces in
Germany known as the Berchtesgaden Recreation Area.
He returned to Missouri to attend law school, graduating
in 1948, then moving to Springfield to practice law. He
was a founding partner in the firm now known as Turner,
Reid, Duncan, Loomer and Patton and continued in that
firm for the entirety of his career.
Reid was active in bar activities throughout his career
and was a fellow in the American College of Trial Lawyers.
In 2009, he was honored by the Springfield Metropolitan
Bar Association with the Distinguished Attorney Award.
Charles Gersh, ’49, of Leawood, Kan., died July 29,
2015, at age 90. During World War II, he served with
the U.S. Army in the Pacific Theater. After receiving his
law degree from MU, he received an LLM from New York
University. He practiced law in Grandview, Mo., for more
than 50 years.
Thaddeus C. McCanse, ’49, of Columbia, died
October 7, 2015, at age 96. McCanse was a World War
II veteran, serving first in the Missouri National Guard,
the Hound Dogs of Aurora, then in the U.S. Army, posted
in the Aleutian Islands. After five years of service, he
attended MU, completing his coursework and law school
in four years. After graduation, he served as general
counsel for Rock Island Railroad in Kansas City and then
was a senior partner in James & McCanse. He was the
first executive secretary for the administrators of Kansas
City Public Schools. Later, he was a partner of Flanigan,
McCanse & Lasley in Carthage, Mo., where he also served
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as an attorney for St. John Hospital in Joplin, Mo., for
nine years.
McCanse practiced law for more than 55 years,
serving late in his career as the hearing officer for the
Gaming Commission of Missouri and on the board of
Primarus. He was inducted into the American College of
Trial Lawyers, was a proud Sigma Chi alumnus and was
involved with Rotary International.
Memorial contributions may be directed to the
University of Missouri Law School Foundation, 205
Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.
Robert C. Smith, ’49, of Columbia, Mo., died
March 8, at age 92. During World War II, he served as
an artillery observation pilot, then served again during
the Korean War, when he received the Air Medal with
three oak leaf clusters for his combat service.
During his career, Smith built a law practice and
pursued political aspirations. In 1953 he was elected as a
representative to the Missouri General Assembly, serving
as speaker pro tem in his second term. He attempted a
run for U.S. Congress in 1958. After a narrow defeat, he
shifted his focus to local politics and community service.
The following year, he founded Smith & Lewis in Columbia.
From 1961 to 1963, he served as mayor of Columbia.
Smith was active in community and statewide affairs,
including service as chairman of the Boone County
Democratic Committee, member of The Missouri Bar
Disciplinary Committee, member of the board of trustees
for Stephens College, president of the Missouri State
Historical Society, a director of Callaway Bank, president
of the Missouri State Gaming Commission and honorary
lifetime deacon of the First Baptist Church.
He was the father-in-law of William J. Powell, ’81.
Memorial contributions may be directed to the
University of Missouri Law School Foundation, 205
Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 65211.

50s

Jeremiah “Jerry” Nixon, ’50, of St. Louis, Mo., died
February 26, at age 90. He was an attorney in Jefferson
County, Mo., and the surrounding area, a municipal judge
and a Jefferson County assistant prosecuting attorney.
He worked to establish Jefferson College in Hillsboro,
Mo.; Jefferson Memorial Hospital (now known as Mercy
Hospital Jefferson) in Crystal City, Mo.; Mastodon State
Historic Site in Imperial, Mo.; and the first water district
in Missouri. He became a developer and was involved with
the creation of the Summerset subdivision in De Soto,
Mo., and the Raintree Plantation subdivision in Hillsboro.
Nixon served in the military, both as an electronics
technician in the Navy during World War II and as an
officer in the Army during the Korean War.
Nixon was the father of Jeremiah W. “Jay” Nixon,
’81; the father-in-law of Georgeanne Wheeler Nixon,
’82; and grandfather of Jeremiah W. Nixon, ’14.
Henry T. Maupin, ’51, of St. Louis County, Mo., died
April 3, 2015, at age 89. He served his country aboard
the USS Farenholt DD491 during World War II and saw
action in the South Pacific. He continued serving in the
U.S. Naval Reserve and retired at the rank of commander.
Maupin worked for more than 30 years as a labor
relations representative for the Ford Motor Company
plant in Hazelwood, Mo., acting as a friend to both
management and the labor unions. He was the author of
MacClouds Achieve on Land or Sea.

Allan H. Stocker, ’51, of Bartlesville, Okla., died
October 6, 2015, at age 89. After the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, he enlisted in the Navy and served in World War
II as a radio technician aboard the U.S.S. Tutuila in the
Pacific. Following completion of his military service, he
attended the School of Law on the G.I. Bill, graduating
Order of the Coif. He began his legal career in Missouri
and Tulsa, Okla., before returning to his hometown of
Bartlesville, where he formed his own law firm, retiring
in 2006.
David C. Harrison, ’53, of Hartsburg, Mo., died
Jan. 4, 2015, at age 87. He served in the U.S. Army from
1945 until he was honorably discharged in 1946 and was
stationed in Korea for 14 months during his service.
He was employed with MFA Insurance in Columbia for
several years and later practiced as an attorney in Salem,
Mo. In 1961, Harrison moved to Jefferson City to become
an attorney for the Missouri Power and Light Company. In
1969, he became president and supervised the utilities
service in 200 area towns. When the company merged
with Union Electric in 1984, he becamse an officer and
oversaw much of the same territory, plus the Lake of the
Ozarks, until his retirement in 1988.
Harrison was active in the community, with service
to First Presbyterian Church, Missouri Department of
Economic Development, Lincoln University, Central Bank,
Jefferson City Chamber of Commerce, Jefferson City
Jaycees and the Missouri Chamber of Commerce. He
was a founding member of the Jefferson City Public
School Foundation.
Clay Cantwell, ’54, of Branson, Mo., died Sept. 4,
2015, at age 90. During World War II, he served in the U.S.
Navy aboard the aircraft carrier USS Intrepid in the Pacific
Ocean. Following the war, he received his bachelor’s and
law degrees from MU, then opened a private law office,
known as Cantwell, Smith & Trokey at the time of his death,
in Branson. He practiced law until his retirement in 2005.
During his career, Cantwell served as Taney County
(Mo.) prosecuting attorney from 1957 to 1961 and as city
attorney for the City of Branson from 1954 to 1977.
In addition to his law practice, he was a successful
real estate developer in the Branson area, subdividing
hundreds of acres into residential neighborhoods.
Cantwell was active in his community throughout
his career, including service to the Taney County
Bar Association, Skaggs Hospital, Branson-Hollister
Rotary Club, the Branson Chamber of Commerce, First
Presbyterian Church of Branson, Southwest Missouri
State University (now known as Missouri State University)
and the Bonniebrook Historical Society.
Cantwell was the father of C. Bradford Cantwell,
’81.
James T. Seigfreid, ’55, of Naples, Fla., died
April 1, 2015, at age 83. After law school, he entered
the U.S. Air Force Judge Advocate General’s Office,
serving as a first lieutenant until his honorable discharge
in 1957. In 1975, he co-founded the law firm of Burrell,
Seigfreid & Bingham, now known as Seigfreid & Bingham.
He was past chairman and managing director of the firm.
Seigfreid was active in the Kansas City community,
including service to the Kansas City Chiefs Football Club,
Inc.; Hunt Midwest Enterprises, Inc.; Chiefs Children’s
Fund; Health Midwest Research Medical Center;
The Research Foundation; Missouri Transportation
& Development Council; and Missouri’s Federal
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Transportation Alliance. He was also active in the work
of the Catholic Church, including Catholic Charities of
Kansas City/St. Joseph, Inc. and the Diocesan Central
City School Fund, and in fraternal associations and clubs
throughout his life, taking leadership positions in each
without exception.
Seigfreid was the brother of Jerome W. Seigfreid,
’53, and the uncle of Paul A. Seigfried, ’84.
Jerry S. Estes, ’57, of Austin, Texas, died October 20,
2015, at age 85. Before completing his undergraduate
degree, he enlisted in the Navy during the Korean
Conflict. After graduation from Southeast Missouri State
University, he went to law school. His career spanned the
cities of Springfield and Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Chanute,
Kan.; and Austin, Texas, where he retired. His career
included the practice of general, family and corporate
law. He served as securities commissioner for the State of
Missouri and for ten years as a magistrate and associate
circuit judge in Cape Girardeau County, Mo.
Richard G. Greenberg, ’57, of Leawood, Kan., died
October 9, 2015, at age 82. As a young man, he was
president of Pioneer Bag Company. As an entrepreneur
and businessman, he was instrumental in starting or
working with companies including Diversified Industries,
Synthetic Industries, Imperial Carpet, Cof’Floor, Handy
Andy, Shop and Go, and Tama Corporation. He served on
the boards of the Jewish Federation of Greater Kansas
City and Oakwood Country Club.
Ewing Mitchell Hough, ’59, of Fremont Hills, Mo.,
died Dec. 31, 2014, at age 82. He served in the U.S. Army
in Korea in 1953. He practiced law in Springfield, Mo.,
for 32 years, all but one in partnership with Leland C.
Bussell, ’51.
Hough served as the first judge of Christian County
(Mo.) Associate Division II and stepped down as a fulltime judge in 1998, serving as senior judge through 2014.
Hough was a member of the Ozarks Antique Auto Club,
the Elks Lodge and Fremont Hills Country Club.

60s

Thomas J. Conway, ’61, of Annandale, Va., died
September 11, 2015, at age 82. He attended law
school after serving for two years in the U.S. Army. After
graduation from law school, he worked for several years
as a prosecutor for the City of St. Louis Circuit Attorney’s
Office. In 1967, he moved to Virginia to accept a job with
the U.S. Board of Veterans’ Appeals in Washington, D.C.
He retired 30 years later, serving as a PACE instructor for
the Navy, worked as a volunteer at Inova Fairfax Hospital
and self-published two novels.
James E. Miller, ’61, of Springfield, Mo., died
February 20, at age 80. He served as a captain in the
Air Force. He practiced law for more than five decades,
served as attorney for the cities of Willard, Battlefield and
Mansfield, Mo., and served on the boards of the Bank of
Mansfield and the Laura Ingalls Wilder Museum.
Donald L. Wolff, ’62, of Bonita Springs, Fla., died
Nov. 20, 2015, at age 80. He served in the U.S. Army
Judge Advocate General’s Corps in Germany following
his graduation from law school. He then worked as an
assistant prosecuting attorney in St. Louis County, Mo.,
before entering private practice as a criminal defense
and civil rights attorney. A long-time St. Louis resident, he
served as an adjunct professor for Saint Louis University
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School of Law and judge of Creve Coeur, Mo., and as
president of the St. Louis County Bar Association and
the Lawyer’s Association.
Wolff served for 50 years with Big Brothers Big Sisters,
including president of the board and legal counsel.
He was also civically active with Harris Stowe State
University, the Urban League of St. Louis, the American
Civil Liberties Union, the Family Violence National Council,
the United Hebrew Congregation, Cystic Fibrosis, Boys
Town of Missouri and Legal Advocates for Abused Women.
He also supported Backstoppers and taught at the St.
Louis Police Academy.
A fan of jazz music, Wolff hosted radio shows and
produced the “I Love Jazz” show on HEC-TV. He was a
recipient of the National Jazz Hero award.
Wolff was the father of Michael A. Wolff, ’90,
and Nelson G. Wolff, ’92.
Memorial contributions may be directed to the
University of Missouri Law School Foundation, 205
Hulston Hall, Columbia, MO 65211, for the Donald L.
Wolff Scholarship Fund.
Harold L. Caskey, ’63, of Butler, Mo., died
Oct. 1, 2015, at age 77. After graduation from law
school, he began the practice of law in Clinton, Mo.,
opening his own practice in Butler in 1965. He served
as city attorney for the communities of Butler and
Rich Hill, Mo. His first elected office was as Bates
County, Mo., prosecuting attorney, a post in which
he served three terms. He also worked in academia,
serving as an assistant professor in law enforcement
and business education at Northeast Missouri State
University (now known as Truman State University).
Caskey was elected state senator in 1976 and retired
from the Missouri Senate at the end of 2004 due to
term limits. As a lawmaker, he handled bills dealing
with education, criminal justice and helping the blind
and disabled, among other priorities. He was a sponsor
of two landmark public schools laws, the Excellence
in Education Act and Senate Bill 280, and served as
a constant advocate for rural public education. He
was a charter member of the Missouri Commission on
Performance and also co-chaired the Joint Task Force on
Education Finance.
As a member of the Missouri Senate, Caskey chaired
the Senate Civil and Criminal Jurisprudence Committee
and the Senate Ethics Committee; was vice-chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee; and served on the
Senate Committees of Agriculture, State Budget Control,
and Ways and Means.
Caskey was the brother of Ray Lee Caskey, ’65,
and brother-in-law of Jeri Leigh Caskey, ’81.
James T. Newsom, ’68, of Leawood, Kan., died
Nov. 30, 2015, at age 71. After graduating from law
school, Newsom entered the U.S. Navy and graduated
from the military’s Officer Indoctrination, Naval Justice
and Judge Advocate General’s Schools. He was stationed
in Washington, D.C., where he served as a military judge
in the JAG Corps following his admittance to the U.S.
Court of Military Appeals.
Following his discharge from the Navy in 1972,
he joined the firm of Shook, Hardy & Bacon in Kansas
City, Mo., where he became partner in 1976. He
specialized in business litigation, global product liability,
commercial litigation and toxic torts. In 1990, he moved
to the firm’s office in London, England, returning to
Kansas City in 1993.

In 2011, Newsom joined the New York firm of Hughes,
Hubbard & Reed and served as counsel in the firm’s
litigation department. He concentrated his practice
on national products liability litigation in the state and
federal courts, with a strong foundation in international
products liability in Europe and Latin America.

70s

John D. Bechtold, ’72, of North Little Rock, Ark., died
January 26, at age 71. He practiced in Jefferson City, Mo.,
for more than 40 years.
James J. Logan, ’72, of Labadie, Mo., died
November 23, 2015, at age 70. His law school education
was interrupted by service in the U.S. Army in Vietnam.
He served in a forward fire control base in the Khe Sanh
area as a non-commissioned artillery fire control officer.
He was in combat for 13 months.
Logan was a trial lawyer for all of his professional
life. From 1972 to 1989 he practiced with trial attorney
Jim Koester. In 1989 he began practice with Daniel
McMichael in the firm of Kopsky Bouga McMichael and
Logan. From 1991 until his death he and McMichael were
partners in McMichael and Logan in Kirkwood, Mo.
Jack L. Simmons, ’73, of Indianapolis, Ind., died
September 16, 2015, at age 68. He became the vice
president of corporate tax for R.R. Donnelly & Sons
in Chicago and the vice president of corporate tax for
Whirlpool Corp. in Benton Harbor, Mich. He also served as
president of the Tax Executives Institute Inc. in Chicago.
He retired in 2006.
Simmons served many churches as Bible study
teacher, mentor and leader. He was a member of
Castleton United Methodist Church, a care provider in
the Stephen’s Ministry and a three-time mentor at
Starfish Initiative.
Kim B. Blankenship, ’74, of St. Louis, Mo., died
Nov. 23, 2015, at age 70. While in law school, he joined
the U.S. Army and served in Vietnam, then returned to
MU to complete his law degree. For 40 years he was a
partner in the firm of Pulos, Blankenship and Jianakoplos
in St. Louis, where he specialized in wills, probate and
estate planning.
Lawrence A. Kaye, ’76, of West Bloomfield, Mich.,
died November 15, 2005.
James Blanchard Condry, ’79, of Springfield, Mo.,
died January 21, at age 63. He first practiced with the
Woolsey, Fisher, Whiteaker and Stenger Law Firm. In 2007,
he limited his practice to alternative dispute resolution.
He was one of the first attorneys to undergo specialized
training in the area of mediation and arbitration,
beginning such training in 1990. He was a fellow in the
American College of Civil Trial Mediators since 2000
and a member of the National Academy of Distinguished
Neutrals, mediating more than 2000 disputes in various
jurisdictions. He served as chair for The Missouri Bar
Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee from 1994 to
1998 and as chair of the Springfield Metropolitan Bar ADR
Committee from 1993 to 1998.

Friends

Carol F. DeHoyos, of Columbia, died Sept. 10, 2015,
at age 57. She worked in the law school’s administrative
office from 2001 to 2012.
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A LUMNI NOTES
Alumni, Faculty Named to
Commission on Racial and
Ethnic Fairness
On October 6, 2015, Chief Justice
Patricia A. Breckenridge, ’78,
of the Supreme Court of Missouri
released an order establishing the
Commission on Racial and Ethnic
Fairness. According to the order,
the commission will “examine
and review current practices and
recommend measures to ensure
fairness, impartiality, equal access
and full participation for racial and
ethnic minorities in the judicial
process and in the practice of law.”
Eleven alumni and faculty of the law
school were appointed by the chief
justice to the commission:
Michael A. Middleton, ’71 (co-chair)
Richard N. Bien, ’83
Professor Chuck Henson
Kimberly J. Norwood, ’85
Jalilah Chilcoat Otto, ’02
Gary Oxenhandler, ’73
Antwaun L. Smith, ’07
Randee S. Stemmons, ’83
Todd M. Thornhill, ’87
Willis L. Toney, ’81
Michael A. Williams, ’98

A D M I N I S T R A T I V E O F F I C E R S A N D FA C U LT Y
U N I V E R S I T Y O F M I S S O U R I S C H O O L O F L AW

Alumni and Faculty Recognized by
The Missouri Bar, Missouri Lawyers Weekly
Outstanding School of law alumni and faculty were recognized at The Missouri
Bar Annual Meeting last fall.
Chief Justice Awards

Pro Bono Publico Award

Presented by the chief justice of the Supreme
Court of Missouri
Clifford H. Ahrens, ’69
Alan Blankenship, ’91
Gary Oxenhandler, ’73
Roy L. Richter, ’76

Recognizes outstanding pro bono activities
Daphne Halderman, ’01

David J. Dixon Appellate
Advocacy Award
Recognizes outstanding achievements in appellate
practice by young members of The Missouri Bar
Samuel E. Buffaloe, ’11
Jennifer K. Bukowsky, ’06

Lon O. Hocker Trial Lawyer Award
Given to three trial lawyers under the age of
40 selected from different regions of the state,
chosen based on their demonstrated balance
between zealousness and honor, strength and
courtesy, confidence and respect, as well as other
professional qualities
Cara R. Rose, ’06

President’s Awards

Purcell Professionalism Award
Presented to a Missouri lawyer who demonstrates
outstanding professionalism, displaying
competency, integrity and civility in his or her
practice and personal life
John W. Kurtz, ’76
J. Michael Payne, ’80

Spurgeon Smithson Award
Presented annually by the Missouri Bar
Foundation to acknowledge significant
contributions to the administration of justice
John C. Holstein, ’70

The Missouri Bar
Legislative Award
Recognizes Missouri legislators who have made
significant contributions to legislation which
affects the administration of justice and the
integrity of the judiciary
Robert Cornejo, ’08

Given by the president of The Missouri Bar
to recognize meritorious service to The
Missouri Bar
Dale C. Doerhoff, ’71
Raymond E. Williams, ’95

Garnett S. Stokes, BA, MS, PhD, Provost,
University of Missouri
Gary Myers, BA, MA, JD, Dean and Earl F.
Nelson Professor of Law
Paul J. Litton, BA, JD, PhD, Associate
Dean for Faculty Research and
Development and R.B. Price Professor
of Law
S. David Mitchell, BA, MA, JD, PhD,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and
Associate Professor of Law
Elisabeth E. Key, BSW, JD, Assistant
Dean for Career Development and Student
Services
Randy J. Diamond, BA, JD, MLS, Director
of Library and Technology Resources and
Professor of Legal Research
Rafael Gely, BA, AM, JD, PhD, Director
of the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution and James E. Campbell
Missouri Endowed Professor of Law
Dennis D. Crouch, BSE, JD, Co-Director
of the Center for Intellectual Property &
Entrepreneurship and Associate Professor
of Law
James H. Levin, BA, JD, Co-Director of
the Center for Intellectual Property &
Entrepreneurship, Associate Director
of the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution and Adjunct Professor of Law

Casey Baker, BA, Director of External
Relations
Michelle L. Heck, BSBA, MEd, Director of
Admissions and Financial Aid
Lisa C. Eimers, BA, MS, Director of
Advancement

Douglas E. Abrams, BA, JD, Associate
Professor of Law

Outstanding alumni were also recognized at the Missouri Lawyers Awards,
hosted last winter by Missouri Lawyers Weekly.

Spring 2016

Henry C. Foley, BS, MS, PhD, Interim
Chancellor, University of Missouri

The Faculty

Stephen S. Davis, ’99
Jason A. Paulsmeyer, ’03
Jason K. Rew, ’00
Michael A. Williams, ’98

Transcript

Michael A. Middleton, BA, JD, Interim
President, University of Missouri System,
and Professor Emeritus of Law

Alisha L. Rychnovsky, BS, MBA, Manager
of Business Administration

Last winter, four alumni were recognized by The Missouri Bar’s Advisory
Committee on Citizenship Education for outstanding contributions to civic
education. Each was awarded the Warren H. Solomon Civic Virtue Award,
which the bar presents for exemplary service to the “We the People” program.
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Administrative Officers

Corporate Counsel

Lawyer of the Year

Awarded to in-house counsel whose advice and
leadership led to extraordinary results for their
company during the year. Recipients must be a
Missouri-based attorney, though the company
may be headquartered out of state.
David A. Geisler, ’73

Awarded to a lawyer whose achievements shaped
the legal news of the last year in a significant way.
Robert D. Blitz, ’73

Legal Champion
Awarded to plaintiffs or defense lawyers, not
based on the size of verdicts, but the importance
of the principle or policy at stake.
Megan E. Phillips, ’97
law.missouri.edu

Anne Gardner Alexander, BA, MS, JD,
Associate Professor of Legal Research
and Writing
Royce de R. Barondes, SB, SM, JD,
Associate Professor of Law
Mary M. Beck, BSN, MSN, JD, Director of
the Domestic Violence Clinic and Clinical
Professor of Law
Frank O. Bowman III, BA, JD, Floyd R.
Gibson Missouri Endowed Professor of Law
Michelle Arnopol Cecil, BA, JD, William
H. Pittman Professor of Law and Curators’
Teaching Professor
Carli N. Conklin, BS, MAE, JD, MA, PhD,
Associate Professor of Law
law.missouri.edu

Dennis D. Crouch, BSE, JD, Co-Director
of the Center for Intellectual Property &
Entrepreneurship and Associate Professor
of Law
Melody Richardson Daily, BA, MA, JD,
Director of Legal Research and Writing and
Professor of Legal Research and Writing

James E. Westbrook, BA, JD, LLM, Earl
F. Nelson and James S. Rollins Professor
Emeritus of Law

Gary Myers, BA, MA, JD, Dean and Earl F.
Nelson Professor of Law

Dale A. Whitman, BES, LLB, Dean
Emeritus and James E. Campbell Missouri
Endowed Professor Emeritus of Law

James M. Niemann, BA, JD, Director of the
Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic
Carol D. Newman, BA, PhD, JD, Associate
Professor of Law

R. Lawrence Dessem, BA, JD, Timothy J.
Heinsz Professor of Law

Rigel C. Oliveri, BA, JD, Associate
Professor of Law

Randy J. Diamond, BA, JD, MLS, Director
of Library and Technology Resources and
Professor of Legal Research

Richard C. Reuben, BA, BA, JD, JSM, JSD,
James Lewis Parks Professor of Law

Angela K. Drake, BS, JD, Director of the
Veterans Clinic and Instructor
David M. English, BA, JD, William Franklin
Fratcher Missouri Endowed Professor
of Law and Edward L. Jenkins Professor
of Law
R. Wilson Freyermuth, BS, JD, John D.
Lawson Professor of Law and Curators’
Teaching Professor
Rafael Gely, BA, AM, JD, PhD, Director
of the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution and James E. Campbell
Missouri Endowed Professor of Law
Erin Morrow Hawley, BS, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Joshua D. Hawley, AB, JD, Associate
Professor of Law
Chuck Henson, BA, JD, Interim Vice
Chancellor for Inclusion, Diversity and
Equity, University of Missouri, and Trial
Practice Professor of Law
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S. David Mitchell, BA, MA, JD, PhD,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and
Associate Professor of Law

Brad M. Desnoyer, BA, JD, Associate
Professor of Legal Research and Writing

Martha J. Dragich, BA, MA, JD, LLM,
James S. Rollins Professor of Law

|

S.I. Strong, BA, MPW, JD, PhD, DPhil,
Manley O. Hudson Professor of Law
Ben L. Trachtenberg, BA, MA, JD,
Associate Professor of Law
Christina E. Wells, BA, JD, Enoch H.
Crowder Professor of Law

The Emeritus Faculty
Robert G. Bailey, BA, JD, Assistant Dean
Emeritus
Peter N. Davis, BA, LLB, SJD, Isidor Loeb
Professor Emeritus of Law
Kenneth D. Dean, BA, MA, JD, Senior
Associate Provost and Associate Professor
Emeritus of Law
Carl H. Esbeck, BS, JD, Isabelle Wade &
Paul C. Lyda Professor Emeritus of Law and
R.B. Price Professor Emeritus of Law
William B. Fisch, AB, LLB, MCL, Dr Jur,
Isidor Loeb Professor Emeritus of Law
David A. Fischer, BA, JD, James Lewis
Parks and Isidor Loeb Professor Emeritus
of Law

The Adjunct Faculty
Thomas C. Albus, AB, JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law
Walter H. Bley Jr., AB, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Michael Byrne, BComm, BA, LLB, JD,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Michael T. Carney, BS, MA, JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law
Roger Dyer, BA, JD, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Law
CJ Dykhouse, BS, JD, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Law
Roger C. Geary, BS, JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Daniel Y. Hall, BA, JD, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Law
J. Andrew Hirth, AB, AB, MA, JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law
Nathan A. Jones, BSBA, JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law
Thomas P. Laffey, BBA, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Missouri Solicitor General Jim Layton,
BS, JD, Adjunct Professor of Law
Harold L. Lowenstein, BA, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Sarah R. Maguffee, BA, JD, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law

Robert H. Jerry II, BS, JD, Isidor Loeb
Professor of Law

Patricia Brumfield Fry, JD, MA, Edward W.
Hinton Professor Emerita of Law

Larry L. McMullen, BA, LLB, Adjunct
Professor of Law

Kandice K. Johnson, BS, JD, Director of
Clinical Programs, Director of the Criminal
Prosecution Clinic and Clinical Professor
of Law

Philip J. Harter, AB, MA, JD, Earl F. Nelson
Professor Emeritus of Law

Sara G. Neill, BS, JD, LLM, Adjunct
Associate Professor of Law

William H. Henning, BA, JD, LLM,
R.B. Price Professor Emeritus of Law

Paul H. Ladehoff, MS, JD, Director of the
LLM in Dispute Resolution Program and
Director of Campus Mediation Service

Daniel C. Nelson, BS, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law

John Lande, AB, JD, MS, PhD, Isidor Loeb
Professor Emeritus of Law

William S. Ohlemeyer, BS, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law

Thomas A. Lambert, BA, JD, Wall Chair
in Corporate Law and Governance and
Professor of Law

Henry T. Lowe, AB, JD, C.A. Leedy and Earl
F. Nelson Professor Emeritus of Law
Michael A. Middleton, BA, JD, Professor
Emeritus of Law

Ilhyung Lee, BA, MA, JD, Edward W.
Hinton Professor of Law

Alfred S. Neely IV, AB, LLB, Edward W.
Hinton Professor Emeritus of Law

James H. Levin, BA, JD, Co-Director of
the Center for Intellectual Property &
Entrepreneurship, Associate Director
of the Center for the Study of Dispute
Resolution and Adjunct Professor of Law

Grant S. Nelson, BA, JD, Earl F. Nelson
and Enoch H. Crowder Professor Emeritus
of Law

Erika Fisher Lietzan, BA, MA, JD,
Associate Professor of Law
Paul J. Litton, BA, JD, PhD, Associate
Dean for Faculty Research and
Development and R.B. Price Professor
of Law

Philip G. Peters Jr., BA, JD, Ruth L.
Hulston Professor Emeritus of Law
Leonard L. Riskin, BS, JD, LLM, C.A. Leedy
and Isidor Loeb Professor Emeritus of Law
Rodney J. Uphoff, BA, MS, JD, Elwood
L. Thomas Missouri Endowed Professor
Emeritus of Law and Director of the
University of Missouri South Africa
Educational Program

Alan D. Pratzel, BA, JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Sarah J. Read, BA, JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Ryan Redmon, BA, JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
Sandra R. Stigall, BBA, JD, Adjunct
Professor of Law
Gayle Grissum Stratmann, BS, MEd, JD,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Paul Vogel, BSAcc, MAcc, JD, LLM,
Adjunct Professor of Law
Jayne T. Woods, BS, JD, Adjunct Associate
Professor of Law
John Wright, BA, JD, Adjunct Professor
of Law
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John K. Hulston Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
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2016
June
8-10
Mediation Training
for Civil Mediations
John K. Hulston Hall
8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
INFO 573-882-5969

September
1
Distinguished Alumni
Luncheon
Honoring graduates of 30 or more
years ago
Country Club of Missouri, Columbia
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-4374

15-16
Price Sloan Symposium on
Media Ethics and Law
Location and Time TBA
INFO 573-882-3247

23
Annual Alumni Luncheon
Held in conjunction with The
Missouri Bar Annual Meeting
Lodge of the Four Seasons,
Lake Ozark
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-4374

October
7
Center for the Study
of Dispute Resolution
Symposium
Moving Negotiation Theory from
the Tower of Babel Toward a World
of Mutual Understanding
John K. Hulston Hall
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-5969

8
The Law Society Dinner
The Champagne Ballroom, Columbia
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-4374

21
Missouri Law Review
Symposium
Evaluating Nudge: A Decade of
Libertarian Paternalism
John K. Hulston Hall
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-6381

November
11
Veterans Clinic Symposium
TBI 2.0
John K. Hulston Hall
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-7630

2017
February
9-10
SEC Tax Challenge
Hosted by Mizzou Law
Location and Time TBA
INFO 573-882-3247

March
10
Center for Intellectual
Property & Entrepreneurship
Symposium
Implementing and Interpreting the
Defend Trade Secrets Act
John K. Hulston Hall
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-5969

April
22
Tim Heinsz 5K/10K Run/
Walk and Jim Devine Dog
Walk
John K. Hulston Hall
Time TBA
INFO 573-882-6891

For the most current listing of events
law.missouri.edu/calendar
CLE programming and registration
law.missouri.edu/cle/general/upcoming
Alumni events
law.missouri.edu/alumni

